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a word

from editor-in-chief

The Balakot air strike was
the first time after the IndoPak war of 1971 that the
IAF has been authorised
to operate across the
international border

In the recent past, the nation has witnessed a number
of major events of importance related to national security. The
first was the air strike carried out on February 26 this year by
a fleet of 12 Mirage 2000 fighter aircraft of the Indian Air Force
(IAF) against a terrorist training facility located in Balakot in the
province of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa across the international border in Pakistan. What is of tremendous significance is the fact
this was the first time after the war with Pakistan in 1971 that
the IAF has been authorised to operate across the international
border. In this issue of SP’s Aviation, there is an article by Air
Chief Marshal A.Y. Tipnis (Retd), former Chief of the Air Staff,
that has a detailed and comprehensive analysis of the entire
episode and the highly professional and commendable role
played by the IAF as well as the Indian intelligence agencies.
This hopefully would satisfy those who have been questioning
the authenticity of the official reports on the event.
A month later on March 27 this year, scientists of the Indian
Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) and of
the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO), did the nation
proud by successfully intercepting and destroying an Indian
satellite in low earth orbit with an indigenously developed AntiSatellite (ASAT) Missile. This meticulously coordinated and successful effort by the two leading scientific organisations of the
nation has clearly established their capability to achieve a high
degree of precision while undertaking in space missions of military significance that have direct relevance to national security.
This issue of the magazine carries a report by Air Marshal S.B.P.
Sinha (Retd) on the successful effort in space that has been designated as Mission Shakti.
A major business aviation event coming up is ABACE so all
business aviation related companies will be headed towards
Shanghai, China. A report by Ayushee Chaudhary on the growth
of business aviation in China and emerging trends in this segment
of the Chinese civil aviation industry is included in this issue.
On the civil aviation front, while the Indian aviation indus-

try is forging ahead towards becoming the third largest in the
world, the finance and leasing market does not appear to be on
a very strong wicket. Satyendra Pandey, an experienced professional from the domain of Indian civil aviation has a comprehensive analysis on the turbulence this segment of the industry
is currently facing and the prospects for the future. The other
problem that is plaguing not only the Indian but the global airline industry is the problem of emissions from aircraft engines
that have an adverse impact on the environment. Both the international regulatory agencies and the global aerospace industry
are seized with this problem and are embarked in finding viable solutions in the long term perspective to address the issue
of achieving reduced engine emissions through advanced technologies in the design of engines and adoption of new airframe
technologies for better efficiency through lowering of drag and
enhancing flying time. In this issue of the magazine, Zorawar
Singh Jaiswal has a detailed analysis of the problem, the direction the scientific community is moving in to find solutions and
prospects for the future.
All this and more in this issue of SP’s Aviation. Welcome
aboard and wish you many happy landings!
Jai Hind!

Owned, published and printed by Jayant Baranwal, printed at Kala Jyothi Process Pvt Ltd and published at
A-133, Arjun Nagar (Opposite Defence Colony), New Delhi 110003, India. All rights reserved. No part of this
publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means,
photocopying, recording, electronic, or otherwise without prior written permission of the Publishers.
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NEWS
Additional Su-30MKI Fighters for
the Indian Air Force
In an effort to arrest the shortfall in the combat fleet of the Indian Air Force
(IAF), India has asked Russia to help build another squadron of Sukhoi Su30MKI fighter jets at the factory of Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL) at
Nashik in Western India. This facility already has orders for licensed production of 222 of this platform as part of an existing contract with Sukhoi of Russia. The Ministry of Defence (MoD) has approached Russia to supply HAL
with the necessary raw materials and sub-systems required to produce 18
more Sukhois, the equivalent of one Squadron, the production of which can
be initiated as early as next year. The cost quoted is `450 crore per aircraft.

Photograph: karthik kumar / sp guide pubns

viewS
During the days of the Cold War and the bi-polar world,
even though India was not formally a part of any global alliance,
the nation remained cold-shouldered by the United States (US)
in respect of supply of military hardware. Consequently, the
IAF had remained almost totally dependent on the very friendly
Soviet Union for combat platforms and other weapon systems
required by the IAF. A large number of aircraft and weapon systems were acquired through direct Government-to-Government
deals thus eliminating the need for a global tender and its associated complexities as well as excruciating delays. The last major
procurement under this dispensation was the purchase in the
late 1990s, of 50 Sukhoi Su-30MK fighters in fly-away condition.
These aircraft were later upgraded to the MKI standard. Thereafter, in the period 2000 to 2012, additional orders were placed in
batches bringing the total to 272 aircraft to equip 13 Squadrons.
After the first lot of 50 bought in fully built condition, the remaining 222 are being license-manufactured in India. If the fresh offer
for 18 aircraft is accepted, the IAF will have 290 aircraft equivalent of 14 Squadrons of Su-30MKI on its inventory. In 2014, HAL
was able to integrate the BrahMos air-launched cruise missile on
to the Su-30MKI enabling it to engage targets up to 295 km away.
Given the rapidly dwindling strength of the combat fleet, adding
one more Squadron to the order for 13 placed earlier, will only
provide partial relief to the IAF. Of course, something is better
than nothing for the IAF and for HAL this will provide a transient
breather as closing down the Su-30MKI production line on completion of orders by the IAF would be financially catastrophic.
The licensed production of the Su-30MKI by HAL in Nashik
has been somewhat different from similar ventures by HAL
in the past such as with the fleets of the variants of the MiG21 and MiG-27 also acquired from Russia. The ‘Make in India’
programme initiated by the Government led by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, has been a recent phenomenon as is known to
us. However, the contract between Sukhoi of Russia and HAL to
manufacture the Su-30MKI was based on progressive indigenisation of the process of production in four phases. In Phase I, HAL
was required to build the aircraft from completely knocked down
(CKD) kits. In Phase II, HAL was to progress to manufacturing the

www.sps-aviation.com

aircraft from semi knocked down (SKD) kits. Thereafter, the process of manufacture of the Su-30MKI was required to be progressively indigenised in Phases III and IV. These last two stages have
already been achieved by HAL validating albeit only partially, the
‘Make in India’ capability of the Indian aerospace industry well
before the scheme was launched with seriousness and determination by the present Government. Unfortunately, on account of a
number of limitations and constraints, the level of indigenisation
achieved by HAL in the manufacture of the Su-30MKI fighter jet
has been just over 50 per cent of the value of the aircraft. What
has prevented HAL from achieving higher levels of indigenisation
is the fact that a major part of the raw materials including 5,800
types of titanium blocks and forgings, as well as aluminium and
steel plates, have still to be procured from Russia. Unfortunately,
HAL is constrained on account of economy of scale to undertake
production of these materials indigenously. As the number of aircraft ordered is small, setting up facilities to manufacture these
components in India would not be financially viable. Apart from
the limitations listed above, the production contract between
HAL and Sukhoi stipulates that over 7000 standard components
such as nuts, bolts, screws and rivets must all be mandatorily
sourced from Russia. There are some valuable lessons for the
Indian aerospace industry to learn to enhance the chances of
success of the recently launched ‘Make in India’ initiative.
In mid-2018, Sukhoi and HAL offered to the IAF 40 more of
these aircraft over and above the 272 already on order bringing
the number to 312 or 16 Squadrons. Unfortunately, the IAF was
not inclined to accept the offer as it found the operating and maintenance costs to be exorbitant and the fleet suffered from poor
product support resulting in average flight line availability to be
around 50 per cent as against the normal requirement of 70 per
cent. Besides, the IAF already had ordered numbers that would
constitute 31 per cent of the fleet and was keen on other types with
better attributes and flight line availability. If the IAF does accept
the fresh offer of 18 Su-30MKI, it will primarily be on account of
the precarious situation its combat fleet currently is in. SP

—By Air Marshal B.K. Pandey (Retd)
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BOLD MILITARY LEADER:
air chief marshal a.y. tipnis (retd)
LED THE IAF WITH DISTINCTION AS ITS CHIEF
DURING THE KARGIL WAR IN 1999
FILE PHOTO OF IAF MIRAGES IN ACTION

Photograph: IAF

“The IAF Lives Upto Its
Motto to Touch the Sky
with Glory in Darkness
and by Day”
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The highly complex Balakot operation was planned and conducted by the IAF through
outstanding team work within the service, as well as with other government agencies
By Air Chief Marshal A.Y. Tipnis (Retd)
A month after celebrating its 69th anniversary,
the Indian Republic awakened to its strategic responsibility of
protecting its citizens. An awakening that shook off the blindfold of self-delusion that had cajoled itself and its citizens into
believing that destructive attacks against its people and real
estate were acts of terror by extreme radical groups, and finally
accepted that these were in reality acts of war, and had to be
responded against as such. The hitherto warnings and mere
declaration of intent to take “appropriate” action were the reactions of a weak and indecisive nation. Such releases of hot air,
without any hot action in tandem, emboldened the perpetrators
to continue with impunity. The comity of nations “lip-serviced”
our restraint, but ignored our pleas for universal recognition
and banning terrorist groups as war-making scourge to civilised
humanity; Pakistan’s bogey of a tactical nuclear response to military action by India, in the absence of India’s failure to dismiss
this canard, ensnared the world into accepting this falsehood.

Through the fogs of political mud-slinging and media hubris
of every channel and newspaper having the true “inside” story,
most Indians are missing the trees for the forest! The IAF had
enacted two most complicated composite aerial actions in today’s
technologically intense air-battles. Hitherto we have been drawing lessons from US aerial warfare strategies and tactics; today
they are trying to analyse the reasons for our two brilliant aerial
successes, yet at the same time attempting to disprove our success of downing the redoubtable F-16 by the vintage (“flying coffin/widow-maker”) MiG-21, for that indeed is a bitter pill for the
US and the makers of the F-16 to swallow!
The Balakot Aerial-Strike

Genesis of the Paradigm Shift
In the aftermath of the Pulwama attack on the CRPF convoy, an
outwardly unperturbed PM, despite the barbs of the ever-ready
fault-finding opposition, did not reschedule even his most inconsequential of
Inadequate Deterrence Value of
engagements; an effective subterfuge,
Army’s Surgical Strike
that lulled the Pakistani establishment
After the killing of 19 Indian soldiers
Indian Air Force
(read ISI) to believe nothing substantial
at Uri on September 16, 2016, the govhad changed in India’s benign attitude
ernment was adequately incensed to
has a stand-alone
toward terrorist attacks. In hindsight it
authorise a surgical strike by our army
strategic role, and
is reasonable to conclude that the CCS
at a place and time of its choosing. The
had directed the COSC to make recomIndian Army responded professionally
that it will be given
mendations for a military reposte with
to this “freedom-of-action” availed to
the freedom to
no holds barred; no doubt the CCS had
it, planned its retributory attack based
exercise this role, at
established, either (most probably) before
on accurate and reliable intelligence
giving the direction to COSC, or after
and 12 days later, audaciously attacked
a
time
and
place
of
its
the IAF had presented its broad plan of
terrorist forward launch-pads across
choosing
action, that a tactical nuclear response
a frontage of 2 km, with an ingress of
was an unthinkable course of action to
500-1000 metres across the LoC. While
the Pakistani establishment in light of the
this was a bold overt action, its penetrastated Indian nuclear doctrine of massive
tion was shallow and within PoK. While
responsive irrespective of the strength of
successful in its objective of avenging
the Uri attack killings, besides unnecessary internal political the first nuclear strike against it. This strategic conclusion of the
wrangling on its effectiveness, there wasn’t any change in the Indian establishment is absolutely spot-on! A loud and clear signal
to Pakistan that its nuclear policy is effectively dismantled!
continuing status quo.
IAF Chief, Tony Dhanoa’s tell-it-as-it-is approach to tasks
given him or to recommendations made by him, would have
The Straw that Found the Camel’s Backbone!
February 26, 2019 will go down in Indian history as the day that convinced the COSC & the CCS that the IAF had the ability to
India Indianised the English idiom “the straw that broke the (Ara- attack anywhere in Pakistan with a high probability of success,
bian) camel’s back” to “the straw that found the (Indian) camel’s with an acceptable risk quotient of own losses. The two most
backbone”! For that is exactly what happened: The dastardly sui- important ingredients for achieving objective of inflicting approcide-for-mass-murder of 42 CRPF jawans by the JeM on 12 Feb- priate retribution through aerial-action is the accuracy of realruary, 2019 resulted in India changing its strategic paradigm, by time intelligence on the “value” of the targets, in the Balakot case,
taking two decisions worthy of a nation striving to be in the global presence of desired numbers of JeM operators (terrorist trainvanguard of the 21st Century: foremost, neither lines of control ers/trainees) in the structures that would be targeted. Whether
nor international borders would be allowed to be barriers in India our intelligence service has its own moles within JeM or other
taking recourse to military action to protect itself and its interests; international intelligence agencies collaborated with them will
second, a clear-cut acceptance that the Indian Air Force has a come to light, when the present “heat” subsides; the important
stand-alone strategic role, and that it will be given the freedom to aspect is that we had the intelligence that we wanted. But it was
even more critical to not allow the Pakistani establishment get
exercise this role, at a time and place of its choosing.

www.sps-aviation.com
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IAF Mirage 2000s launch
Spice 2000 bombs
BALAKOT

Chakothi

LoC

The smart bombs glide
towards the target

INDIA
The unique scenematching algorithm of the
Spice 2000 adjusts the flight
path of the bomb

Spice 2000s home in and
penetrate the exact
target location

Map not drawn to scale and
boundaries are only for representation

iaf showcased its might yet again

Illustration: Anoop Kamath

even a whiff of what we were up to; even a minute’s warning
would have been adequate for the JeM to evacuate its operators
from the buildings that were about to be hit by India’s SPICE
bombs! Recall the 1999 video-clip recording the helter-skelter
scampering of Pakistani intruders sitting on Tiger Hill as they
heard, then saw, the laser-guided 1000 kg glide-bombs swooshing through the thin air toward them; they could possibly have
survived had they started their scamper a minute earlier! Others
may not remember this, but the IAF would keep the record, as
a reiteration of an important lesson in keeping confidentiality of
military operations, right until HOT (hit-on-target).
The Puerile Analytical Discussions
Much has been spoken and written
on the veracity of IAF’s accuracy of
attacks on intended targets and then
on the numbers of casualties inflicted,
demanding proof on claims made. The
intensity of these self-appointed armchair analysts had one wonder on their
nationality; were they analysing objectively or with a bias to discredit India’s
claims? A seasoned reporter on military actions, in particular those aerial,
knows that the after-action report on
extent of success of planned objectives
and inadvertent collateral damage,
goes through a series of cross-checks

6
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before acceptance. The IAF followed this drill before announcing the success of its Balakot operation.
Understanding Bomb Technology
Concluding that that Balakot structures remained unharmed
on the basis of no apparent external damage, exhibited lack of
necessary expert knowledge on the explosive technology used in
high-precision penetration bombs. They have at least two layers of explosives activated by separate detonators, each set into
motion by its fuse, either on impact or after a pre-determined
time delay, all this with the intent of causing specific type of damage in the intended area, while keeping close-by areas safe from
unintended collateral harm. The penetration explosive enables the bomb to
imbed into the intended surface to the
depth desired; the main explosive head
then inflicts the desired destructive
IAF had
effect on/in the target area.

While
fulfilled its task
of hitting all the
chosen structures,
it had neither the
responsibility nor the
capability to give a
body-count

Planning the Balakot Attack
The highly complex Balakot operation
was planned and conducted by the IAF
through outstanding team work within
the service, as well as with other government agencies. The ball started rolling
with clear-cut political directive, followed
by evaluating different options and then
finalising precise military objectives,

www.sps-aviation.com
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based on accurate, real-time intelligence. The actual planning Evaluation of Ingress Tactics of the Mirage Mission
of the mission would have been through operational analyses of Opposition parties and over-eager analysts hell-bent on falsely
how to achieve deception of our intent and maintain utmost con- debunking the success of this barrier-breaking mission of the
fidentiality before launching the task force to deliver the coup-de- IAF, had everyone pay scant attention to the brilliant profesgrace. Determining the type and weight of munitions, along with sionalism exhibited by the IAF in its ingress into Pakistani tertype of warhead (blast/incendiary/fragmentation), with appropri- ritory, without the Pakistan Air Force reacting effectively, if at
ately timed fuses to be employed, required precise calculations all. The smartest move was not moving the Mirages from their
based on the strength of each part (roofs, side-walls, floors) of the home base at Gwalior; it was business as usual for them, intensifying their training by night perhaps, but keeping well to the
different structures selected as targets.
As has been made known in the public domain, the IAF chose south of the area of the selected target, as also away from the
the SPICE (Smart, Precise Impact, Cost-Effective) 2000 weapon direction they would actually ingress into Pakistani territory.
Commencing their mission to Balakot from Gwalior without
system; it is a 1000 lbs air-to-ground dumb (unguided), non-propelled, released-trajectory-following glide-bomb, converted into being detected by Pakistani radars required routing well to the
a smart (guided) munition), by attaching the image-matching/ east of the Indo-Pak border, until over the Himalayan ranges
gps-guided guidance system; penetration warheads with delayed and then swinging west, at low level to continue masking the
fuses were used to pass smoothly through the asbestos or tin- staggered force from the Pak radars, then pulling up sharply
sheeted roofs without exploding. It is for this reason that there to the bomb-launching heights of 25-30 thousand feet. Even
was no tell-tale, easily visible, external sign of bombing attack allowing for the stand-off bomb-drop distances, the attackers
in any of the after-attack initial satellite pictures; high resolu- would have had to come within 30 kms of the target area. All
tion (better than 30 cm) imagery from subsequent satellite pho- the 12 Mirages would possibly have required air-to-air refueltographs revealed the bomb-penetration holes in the roofs. Only ling on the outbound as well as the inbound legs, not the easiphotographs taken on ground would be able to show the blast- est of operations in the best of conditions; under conditions
of darkness, and with the stress of a
damage to the walls and their fittings.
maiden operational mission into a wellThe warheads were chosen with
defended hostile skies, called for pilotintent to ensure that the blast effect
ing skills of the highest order, as well as
would not cause unintended collateral
nerves of steel; our air warriors were
damage to buildings & surrounding
The IAF is convinced
well up to par on both counts!
areas, inhabited by non-JeM poputhrough analyses of
In addition to the air-air-refuellers,
lation. Human casualties within the
the Mirage force had the support of
structures were planned and achieved
radar signatures that
ground and airborne radars. The surthrough intense heat (limited to area
the bulk of attacking
face-bound and airborne controllers, in
within the structures) and hundreds
PAF force consisted
seamless conjunction, would have had
of shrapnel from the splintering steel
a full aerial-situation picture of the area
walls of the warheads. Technical proof F-16s, as our own
of operation and extended the required
fessionalism of the highest caliber!
ELINT intercepts
assistance to our attacking force. Electronic battles would have been underVerifying Accuracy of IAF’s Bombing
from the AWACS
way silently, as we snooped on hostile
Given the denial tactic adopted by
confirmed this
radars and radio communications, and
the Pakistani establishment, it would
possibly reduced their efficacy, if not
be the height of credulous naivety to
immobilized them, through our jamexpect the Pakistanis to take indepenmers on the AWACS and the Phalcon.
dent observers to the actual site of our
attacks; they would be expected to do, as indeed they did, stage- Perfect coordination, through clear understanding of individual
manage a self-created non-harmed bombed area as the drop- areas of responsibility are the very essence of success. Excelzone of IAF’s bombs. Apparently, the area shown to journalists lent training and implicit faith and confidence in each other, the
did not exhibit the heave-effect of the ground, inevitable result hall-marks of a capable service, were on display in abundance
of an air-dropped bomb. A professional observer, worth his/her as we achieved unqualified success, without any attrition.
salt would have asked the Indian side the exact latitude and
longitude coordinates of the targets and then insisted upon the
Reposte of the Pakistan Air Force
Pakistanis to take them to those coordinates, and thus would
have established unequivocally which was the lying party!!
A Knee-Jerk Reaction
Intelligence reports, on the basis of which IAF’s attack was The Pakistani military, especially the PAF, was not only totally
planned, not only had given the number of residents to be in stunned by the swiftness of India’s strategic paradigm shift, but
excess 300, but had split the number according to their cat- found itself unable to justify their apparent total lack of reacegorized status in the organization. Local reports leaking out tion to the IAF’s deep penetration into Pakistani territory with
from the locality give certainty of a very large number of “killed” impunity. To save face, they launched a massive counter-attack
casualties, with little evidence of any survivors. While IAF had the very next day in broad daylight, with 24-30 aircraft, the bulk
fulfilled its task of hitting all the chosen structures, it had nei- comprising of F-16s and a few JF-17s.
ther the responsibility nor the capability to give a body-count.
Placing absolute faith in the F-16’s AIM 120 AMRAAM capaOur intelligence agency apparently had reliable input of 200- bility to outshoot any aircraft or missile of the IAF, they came,
250, but possibly because of concern of safety of its local agents, with more bravado than calculated bravery; they had not done
did not make its report to the government, public; while the a serious comparative analyses of the two air forces aircraft and
secretary external affairs declared an unspecified large of casu- missiles, the biggest folly being to write-off the MiG-21 as a vinalties, Shri Amit Shah had let slip the number.
tage aircraft of a past generation, not allowing any capability to
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its upgraded radar, agile close-combat missiles, vectored by the
pilot’s helmet-mounted sight.
The PAF Fiasco
The PAF had miscalculated the reaction of IAF’s air defence.
The abnormally large PAF force was detected and engaged well
before it had crossed the LoC. The F-16s’ radars and missiles
were neutralized effectively by IAF’s jammers. All, but one of the
5-6 AIM 120s, that were fired, went haywire; the one that got out
MiG-21, could not prevent it from downing a F-16, before it went
down! Apparently, these reverses totally unnerved the PAF force
and it beat a hasty retreat.

one of them was Wg Cdr Abhinandan, a second was admitted in
the command military hospital, and that they were in search of
the third. PM Imran Khan’s initial declaration was of two pilots.
From the above, it may be conclusively accepted that two
aircraft were downed in the aerial melee.
Analyses of the photographs of aero-engines at a crash-site,
clearly conclude that they are not of the Bison’s R13 engine;
the photographs show a ribbed structure of the engine’s
heat-shield, where as that of the R13 is corrugated. Also, the
recovered portion of the outer casing of the rear fuselage is a
smooth structure, devoid of the sub-panels, scoops, openings,
which are the hall-marks of the Bison’s rear end. As Sherlock
Holmes would have said dryly, “Elementary, my dear Watson,
it’s the wreckage of the F-16, we are looking at!”

The Target(s) of the PAF Reposte
It is difficult to be persuaded to accept that the intension of
the PAF was to attack army installations close to the LoC. A
MANY-SPLENDOURED ACHIEVEMENTS FOR THE REPUBLIC
much smaller force could have had the required fire-power to
AND THE IAF BUT BEWARE! THE NARRATIVE IS YET TO
achieve the desired objective; an abnormally large force was
CONCLUDED
an unnecessary waste of effort, with an undue risk, if that One is loath to blow the trumpet prematurely, for a bristling
were the intent. Also, the PAF, always claiming to be superior Pakistan and an incensed PAF are undoubtedly looking at ways
to its eastern adversary was bested by the IAF, it would thus to even the score of two major reverses in quick succession.
want to hurt the IAF in revenge, not
Indian military, especially the IAF, will
the army. Surely, it would have reckcontinue to be on high vigil for some
oned that the success of their countertime to come. They are too seasoned in
attack, would have invited a counterthis game, to gloat and relax, even after
counter IAF response; it would have
two professionally brilliant actions: the
Bravery and high
needed its F-16s manning air defence
first an offensive retributory decimation
professionalism
stations. Thus, given the ibid analyof a training group of the JeM which
by themselves
ses and acknowledging that the PAF
in a cowardly act had killed 42 CRPF
attack’s force level was more akin to
jawans; the second, a defensive reaction
cannot fulfil given
one that would be put up for twin,
that stale-mated an ambitious reposte
obligations, without
simultaneous attacks on air bases, is
by the PAF.
it not possible, if not probable, that the
Yet, this ageing air warrior of yesthe wherewithal
PAF plans were more ambitious, and
teryear
cannot suppress his surge of
required for the
were directed toward Srinagar and
pride at the level of all-round profespurpose
Avantipur? The munitions released,
sionalism exhibited by the IAF in two
were dropped in panic, not specifically
days of high aerial drama. But the
aimed toward any target, as the PAF
author hastens to acknowledge that
attackers beat a hasty retreat. IAF and
this would not have been possible
Intelligence agencies would do well to
without the bold government decision
probe deeper into this angle.
to give a free hand to the military. It needed absolute faith in
the capability of the IAF to deliver on its recommended plan
Was a F-16 Downed?
of action. All government agencies, with a special mention of
The IAF is convinced through analyses of radar signatures that Intelligence, contributed their bit with high professionalism.
the bulk of attacking PAF force consisted of F-16s, as our own The Republic has matured, that’s for sure!
ELINT intercepts from the AWACS confirmed this.
The IAF will have to continue to pay a dominant role hence
Wg Cdr Abhinandan’s MiG-21 Bison’s radar had a head-on forth, against increasingly belligerent threats from the western
lock at 17 km and its R73 missile gave a clear indication that and northern fronts. Government’s directive to be prepared for
it had locked on to the quarry; Abhinandan switched to “close simultaneous two-front action, needs accompanying action to
combat”, launched the R73, and broke off. Our radio intercept equip the military adequately for this purpose. Bravery and
monitored controller’s direction to the same F-16 to go “Hot” high professionalism by themselves cannot fulfil given obligaon its attacking Bison. Subsequently, as revealed by analyses tions, without the wherewithal required for the purpose. The
of radio intercepts of PAF’s aerial conversations, this particular military just cannot manage with shortages against authoF-16 failed to make its presence known.
rised force levels, which themselves are below the optimum
Two separate social-media video-clips show two different air- required. Extraordinary procurement measures are required,
craft crashing post missile hits. In one clip only one parachute without political trips-wires. That is in fact the real challenge
is seen to be descending, where as in the other, two parachutes to the Republic.
appear. Two parachutes were also sighted by own troops from our
The Indian republic has brought in a paradigm shift in its
side of the LoC. We know that only one of our aircraft, piloted by a strategic thinking, we just cannot afford a slow-down now in
single pilot, was downed.
ensuring our security. SP
Initial declaration by Pak’s Inter Services Public Relations offiJai Hind!
cer categorically reported three pilots, one in custody, one in hospital and one yet to be recovered. Further, intercepts of local Paki- The views expressed herein are the personal views of the
stan Army units’ conversation established capture of two pilots; author.
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STATE OF AFFAIRS:
THE SITUATION OF JET AIRWAYS, WHICH HAS TAKEN MANY EXPERTS BY SURPRISE, HAS ALSO IMPACTED THE LESSORS’ CONFIDENCE

Leasing & FinancE
Market
That India is forecast to be the third largest aviation market globally by 2030, is evidenced by
the massive fleet orders where there are over a thousand aircraft on order

Photograph: SP Guide Pubns

By Satyendra Pandey
The coming decade belongs to Asia as global growth
for the next decade will be led by India and China. Each of the
two countries has sizeable population, high consumer demand
and robust traveller base. It is no wonder then that the directional focus for aviation is eastwards. By 2030, India is forecast
to be the third largest aviation market globally, and this is evidenced by the massive aircraft acquisition programmes where
currently, there are over a thousand aircraft on order (See Table
1). The challenge of finding the means of financing these aircraft, however, still remains.

www.sps-aviation.com

MARKET DYNAMICS
Traditional sources of financing have included leasing, capital
markets, commercial banks, export credit agencies and at times,
even the aircraft and engine manufacturers. More recently, private equity and hedge funds have shown great interest in aircraft financing and new variations on sophisticated structures
such as the Asset Backed Security (ABS) have evolved. In the
case of India though, leasing remains the dominant method for
airlines to acquire aircraft. In the current commercial aviation
fleet, more than 80 per cent is leased compared to the global
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Table 1: Details of Aircraft
on Order and Sources
of Financing
Financing
of
current fleet

Airline

Aircraft
in
service

Aircraft
on order
(including
options)

IndiGo

209

397

• Sale and Lease Back
• Finance Lease
• Dry Lease

SpiceJet

78

236

• Sale and Lease Back
• Export Credit Financing
• Dry Lease

Air Asia India

20

TBD

• Dry Lease

GoAir

48

114

• Sale and Lease Back

Vistara

22

52

• Dry Lease

Jet Airways*

109

201

• Sale and Lease Back
• Finance Lease
• Bank Financing

Air India

124

4

• Sale and Lease Back
• Dry Lease
• Bank Financing
Various

Others

40

30

Total Fleet

645

1,042

*Note: the Jet Airways situation is likely to impact the aircraft orders

average of ~41 per cent. The reasons for this are that most and allow the airlines a degree of fleet flexibility. The flipside is
Indian carriers gravitate towards to an asset-light model, cash- that airlines are left with asset-light balance sheets. Over time,
flow considerations and a favorable financing climate. Until they end up paying more for the asset. On the operating leases,
recently, credit markets were very liquid with low interest rates, they lose out on the depreciation cover. To combat this, some
high competition and high demand. This made for an attrac- airlines have considered a combination of finance lease and
tive financing environment where airlines had banks, lessors outright purchase; but the SLB model continues to dominate.
The SLB model depends on liquidity on the aircraft type and
and even manufacturers, were in competition and provided
extremely attractive financing offers. However, this honeymoon this is usually driven by supply and demand, as well as the ability
appears to be getting over. Interest rates are rising, with the of a lessor to place these aircraft with a number of airlines during
London Inter-Bank Offer Rate (LIBOR) up 26 per cent and geo- their life. Since the Airbus A320 and the Boeing 737 are widely
political dynamics seem to be more complex than ever – Brexit, used, these are highly liquid aircraft and thus lessors have had
no hesitation in financing these aircraft.
the situation in the Middle East, slowYet, with the grounding of the Boeing
down in key Latin American economies
737 Max 8, an interesting short-term
and US-China trade tensions; currency
trend has emerged where there may
fluctuations are at an all-time high and
Given the
possibly be a supply-demand imbalance
there is consolidation in the lessor marvoluminous orders
leading to a lower SLB premium. Again,
kets as well. All of this combined is makwhile this is short-lived, it is still a facing for a tighter financing environment
by Indian carriers
tor to be taken into consideration. For
going forward.
which make for
India, the Boeing 737 Max 8 operators
are SpiceJet and Jet Airways. Both airSLB – A CORNERSTONE OF FLEET
extremely attractive
lines have already financed 18 aircraft
FINANCING IN INDIA
aircraft pricing,
via SLBs. Future deliveries are pending
For India, the most popular source
the SLB model will
and will resume after the ban on the
remains the Sale-and-Lease Back (SLB)
aircraft is lifted. Given the voluminous
model in which the airline acquires the
continue to be a
orders by Indian carriers which make
aircraft at an attractive price, then sells
cornerstone of fleet
for extremely attractive aircraft pricing,
the aircraft to a lessor at a profit and
the SLB model will continue to be a corleases it back for its own use. SLBs are
financing in India
nerstone of fleet financing in India.
important as they are cash-generating
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LESSORS FACING HEADWINDS
The leasing market has been facing headwinds of sorts. Intense
competition amongst the lessors has led to attractive options
for airlines, but declining profitability for the lessors. However,
that was also manageable given low input costs namely, interest
rates, availability of bank debts and exchange rates. As these
input costs rise, these are impacting lessor margins leading
to lower profitability and resulting in raising issues about the
creditworthiness of airlines. Lessors are, therefore, becoming increasingly cautious. The most adversely affected are the
smaller airlines and airlines with weak balance sheets. Ironically for lessors, this means a tendency to veer towards quality
airlines. Consequently, more lessors are competing for similar
deals with the stronger airlines.
In addition, there are various challenges faced by lessors
namely, forecast consolidation amongst lessors and a rising
interest rate environment. Till the beginning of the year, there
was uncertainty regarding the future of GECAS – the largest
global lessor. Avolon, the world’s third largest lessor, was also
facing turbulence emanating from financial challenges with
their owner – the HNA group. Niche market players such as Nordic Aviation Capital have been impacted by a slew of regional
airline failures while others are reviewing their portfolios and
geographic exposure.
That said, leasing continues to be attractive; but as a leasing executive recently stated, “There are far too many lessors
chasing far too many deals which is impacting lease rate factors, structures and lease terms.” As of 2019, the top ten lessors
along with number of aircraft in their portfolios are listed in
the Table 2.
FAILURE OF GOVERNMENT FINANCING AND LEASING
INITIATIVES
Having realised the importance of enabling financing for the
aviation sector, the Indian government is
facilitating this via Project ‘Rupee Raftar’.
Specifically, the Ministry of Civil Aviation
(MoCA) established a Working Group
to review and recommend measures to
develop an industry for aircraft financing and leasing in India. The group was
constituted in mid-2018 and a Report
with their final recommendations was
released at the Global Aviation Summit
in 2019. Following Ireland’s success as
a world leader in aviation finance, the
Report borrowed heavily from Ireland’s
blueprint and listed key areas of concern.
It also made recommendations to policymakers towards developing aircraft
financing and leasing activities in India.
The Report highlighted key tasks
that would make this industry in India
competitive, but even reading the
Report highlights the enormity of the
task of aligning stakeholders ranging from the Reserve Bank of
India to the Insurance Regulator. Industry sources indicate that
not much progress has been made on this front and given the
Non-Performing Assets (NPA) situation afflicting banks coupled
with unstable Earnings Before Interest, Taxes, Depreciation,
and Amortisation (EBITDAs) at airlines, the financing markets
in India are extremely tight resulting in extremely constrained
lending and financing to the Indian airline industry by institutions in India.

Table 2. Top Ten Lessors for
Airlines in India
Lessor

Total No. of Aircraft
(Owned & Managed)

GECAS

1970

AerCap

1566

Avolon

971

Nordic Aviation Capital

500

Industrial and Commercial Bank
of China (ICBC)

360

BOC Aviation

343

SMBC Aviation Capital

453

Air Lease Corporation

271

Aviation Capital Group

242

Aircastle

261

AN UNCERTAIN FUTURE?
The players in the aircraft financing and leasing market continuously evaluate risk. The risk premium for Indian airlines
is trending higher. This comprises default risk, a country’s
acceptance of the Cape Town Convention which provides
remedies for default, and also precedence. Indian carriers
have, in the past, witnessed an increase in risk premiums
after the collapse of Kingfisher Airlines and it took several
years to restore this confidence. Unfortunately, given the
plight of Jet Airways, several analysts
are already drawing equivalence as
reflected in wary creditors and lessors. The weak sectoral balance sheet
and the forecast of a combined loss of
$1.5 to 1.7 billion across the Indian
airline industry, are not helping either.
The outcome will be an inevitable
increase in lease rates and collaterals.
For the Indian airline industry, this
poses an immediate challenge. In a
price-driven market, each element of
the cost structure matters and competitive aircraft financing and lease costs are
critical to success. Airlines have to follow
the mantra of Steven Udavar Hazy, a legendary aviation CEO who said, “It is not
only what you pay for the aircraft; it is
also what you pay for the money to pay
for the aircraft.”
As Indian aviation market continues its ascent towards becoming the third largest in the world,
demands for financing by Indian carriers will continue to
rise. For the financing and leasing market to perform well,
several factors such as a strong demand for aircraft, diverse
sources of funding, stable EBITDAs, an in-depth understanding of the sector and solid airline fundamentals, have to be
aligned. Other than a strong demand for aircraft, India is trailing behind in most of these measures. The road ahead looks
significantly turbulent. SP

The financing
markets in India
are extremely
tight resulting
in extremely
constrained lending
and financing to
the Indian airline
industry by
institutions in India
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Boeing Joins New BIOjet Abu Dhabi Team to Grow Biofuel Supply Chain

LOWER EMISSION AND
HIGHER FLIGHT HOURS:
A NECESSITY FOR FUTURE
The aviation sector has recognised the need to minimise emissions to sustain air operations
in the years to come

Photograph: boeing

By Zorawar Singh Jaiswal
The world has now become conscious of the impact
of global warming, Green House Gases (GHGs) and their
impact on all life on earth. Global warming has been identified to be one of the primary causes of premature melting of
snow resulting in rising sea levels and leading to inundation of
coastal areas leading to flooding of nearby airports and human
settlements. Consequently, the Kyoto Protocol had enunciated

www.sps-aviation.com

certain aspects to reduce emissions from various sources to
arrest global warming. Though aviation was kept out of this
Protocol, the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO)
has mandated the reduction of aviation-related emissions by
at least two per cent per annum till the year 2020. This is a
voluntary activity. Consequently, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) and the aircraft manufacturers embarked upon a
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Fischer-Tropsch synthesis with the aim
of maximizing the kerosene yield

Photograph: www.imvt.kit.edu

responsible project to manufacture more fuel-efficient aircraft.
They aspired to design lighter aircraft with better avionics that
would consume sustainable fuels which would enable them to
reduce emissions.
AIRCRAFT EMISSIONS
It is a well-known fact that the higher the speed of an aircraft
and the longer it flies, the lesser fuel it consumes. Sub-sonic aircraft emit considerable amount of Carbon Dioxide (CO2), compounds of Sulphur (SOx) and Nitrogen (NOx) emissions. The ICAO
propounds that ten per cent of the total emissions of an aircraft
occur when it flies below 3,000 feet and that 90 per cent of the
emissions take place in the upper reaches of the atmosphere.
Moreover, below 3,000 feet during landing, takeoff and taxiing,
the quantum of carbon dioxide increases to 30 per cent due to
engine inefficiency.
As per the FAA predictions, the aviation sector is growing
at 2.3 per cent globally and by the end of next two decades, it
will increase by 58 per cent from the present levels. Aircraft
contribute about three per cent of the total environmental pollution. As a result, there is a need to check pollution both in the
air and on ground by bringing in more operational efficiency,
finding sustainable economical fuel alternatives that provide
the same degree of specific impulse per ml of fuel burnt visa-vis the current fuel. At the same time, there should be low
emission norms.
Each aircraft emits small particulate
matter or aerosols. The problem arises at
the stratospheric level where these particles remain suspended for weeks and
keep reacting with other compounds and
become toxic. Their quantum increases
along busy air routes and they start
absorbing sunlight and water vapour
producing acid rain, haze and disrupting the ozone layer. The haze causes
cirrus cloud-like formation and rapidly

changing weather which, over a period of time, alters the earth’s
climate. Global warming reduces the lift capacity of aircraft.
Hence, it is of utmost importance to minimise emission levels, so
that air operations remain economically viable while sustaining
the health and safety of humankind.
In the upper reaches of the atmosphere, the sulphur compounds interact with water to form sulphuric acid and when
traces of ammonia react with them, ammonium sulphate particles are formed which can cause acid rain that can corrode
aircraft bodies. The particulate emissions in stratosphere have
a greater negative impact than ground pollution. The former
floats to vast distances. They remain suspended for a long time
and react with other compounds to form toxic substances and
cause environmental degradation. Pollution through airport
vehicles and aircraft when they are landing, taxiing and taking off, is affected by the weather, temperature, vegetation, the
maritime effect and habitation. This pollution is predictable
and remains fairly localised.
The reduction of aircraft emissions is easier said than
done because it takes 10 to 20 years for a new aircraft design
to be commercialised. Once it enters into service, a civil aircraft may have a lifespan of about 35 years, and upgrades are
slow and costly.
Reduction in emissions depends primarily upon improving technology, reducing time the aircraft stays on the ground
during multiple take-offs and landings,
improving fuel quality by introducing
sustainable bio-degradable fuels and
through automated navigation-based
operations in the air and on the ground
the speed
to minimise fuel consumption.

The higher
of an aircraft and
the longer it flies,
the lesser fuel it
consumes
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APPROACHES TO EMISSIONS
REDUCTION
Accordingly, a five-pronged approach
is being undertaken by the FAA along
with aircraft manufacturing industries
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The fifth aspect is the implementation of these technoloin the American continent wherein the latter contribute more
than 50 per cent for research and development funding for gies in trade. All these technological developments are capital
intensive to induct. Hence, they can be only integrated in trade
reducing emissions.
The first aspect of the approach is to correctly identify the by a combination of promulgation of governmental policies,
actual quantum of emissions along global flight paths. This legislations on environmental standards, industry participation
is followed by the identification and then designing of tech- in actual research and development, availability of funds from
nologies that can reduce emissions and measure their impact investors to absorb this technology and the establishment of
through metrics. Air Traffic Management Modernisation is the standards which are propagated through regulations.
second aspect through which the air traffic managers precisely
know the location of the aircraft in the air and on the ground. ENHANCED FLIGHT HOURS
Thus, through customised software, they can guide the aircraft The International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO) aims to
to its cruising altitudes, design optimal flightpaths with time reduce emissions in the year 2022 to those of the year 2005.
lines and follow it up by obtaining favourable landing slots, It also endeavours to have a net emission reduction by the
so that minimum fuel is consumed. This will minimise emis- year 2050.
sions and optimise flight expenditure. A good programme will
As per the ICAO, an aircraft consumes 100 per cent power
ensure that an aircraft spends
during takeoff, 85 per cent durthe minimum time on the
ing climbing, 30 per cent during
ground taxiing or on door-todescent and seven per cent durdoor operations to board and
ing taxiing. It can be seen that
de-board passengers. Thus,
bulk of the energy is consumed
emissions due to engine idling
while the aircraft is below 3,000
are minimised. The optimisafeet. Moreover, the engine in
tion of flightpaths as per the
this air zone is not providing
aircraft’s age and landing slot
optimal fuel burn, thus leading
availability also minimises the
to poor specific impulse. This
fuel consumption and thus, its
is what needs to be optimised
emissions too. This project is
by reducing multiple hops for
undertaken by FAA under its
refueling. In order to minimise
NextGen programme.
emissions, the passenger’s itinThe third aspect includes
eraries too need to be planned
the introduction of new aircraft
as direct point-to-point flights to
designs and technologies under
help overcome the above chalthe FAA’s Continuous Lower
lenges.
Energy, Emissions and Noise
When the aircraft flies at its
(CLEEN) – I, II programmes.
cruising speed, its noise, fuel
Some aspects under these proburn and emission levels are
grammes include the reduction
minimal. Hence, now the time
of the dead weight of an aircraft
has come to minimise aircraft
The Continuous Lower Energy, Emissions and
by replacing its aluminum body
emissions and maximise flying
Noise (CLEEN) Programme is a Federal Aviation
with fibre-impregnated plastics
hours through single-leg, longAdministration NextGen effort to accelerate
development of environmentally promising aircraft
to provide better aerodynamics.
haul journeys to ensure the
technologies and sustainable alternative fuels. The
This reduces the drag, operatsustainable and safe growth of
CLEEN Programme is managed by the FAA’s Office of
ing costs and emissions through
aviation.
Environment and Energy.
fuel savings. Aircraft designers
are trying to get lighter onboard
CONCLUSION
batteries which provide power for longer periods than the con- The aviation sector has recognised the need to minimise emisventional ones. The avionics too are being miniaturised using sions to sustain air operations in the years to come. This sector
electronics and communication engineering aspects such as has accepted the need to measure emissions and to develop
internet of things and machine learning. All these aspects reduce metrics to measure its reduction. The aviation industry is
fuel consumption and the resultant emissions but they have to improving the aircraft technology to minimise fuel consumpbe safe too.
tion, as also exploring bio-degradable
The introduction of sustainable
fuels to curb emissions in a sustainable
alternative fuels is the fourth aspect of
and safe way. Various governments too
particulate emission reduction being
have joined hands to usher in regulaThe reduction of
developed. Synthesised Iso-Paraffins
tions to help absorb better technology
jet fuel is developed from fermented
apart from providing funding for the
aircraft emissions is
sugars. The Fischer Tropsch jet fuel
same. Owing to the inefficient burning
easier said than done
is extracted from hydrocarbons such
of fuel below 3,000 feet, there arises the
because it takes 10
as biomass, coal and natural gas. The
need to have long haul, point-to-point
Hydro-processed Esters and Fatty Acid
flights to minimise the emission footto 20 years for a new
jet fuels are made from plant oils and
prints. All these aspects lead to reducaircraft design to be
greases. Trials are underway to examtion of emissions and facilitate in makine these fuels for safety, bio-degrading modern day air travel sustainable
commercialised
ability, specific impulse and emissions.
and comfortable. SP
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China

A Story of Tentative
Growth
Photograph: Gulfstream

The anti-corruption drive in 2015 did briefly jerk the business jet market in China
but further on with the economic boost, the market shows immense promise despite
regulatory issues
By Ayushee Chaudhary
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China
leading in china:
Gulfstream’s China fleet have
shot up nearly 50 per cent
over the past five years. G650ER
is the latest and the most
capable business jet being
offered by gulfstream.

From being a ‘bicycle country’ to having emerged as
one of the largest business jet markets, the People’s Republic of
China has come a long way within the span of just two decades
since the mid-1990s when business aviation marked its beginning in the country with the launch of its first charted service
by Deer Jet, a Hainan Airlines Group arm. Since then, call it
the constant rise in demand for business jets among the Chinese buyers or the possibility of growth that the global market
players saw, China’s business aircraft fleet reached over 500
last year. The movement with business aircraft has not just
increased within the country but also abroad.
Post a few years of economic uncertainty in the country, China’s business aviation market has only been recovering especially since 2017, based on Asian Business Aviation Association
(AsBAA)’s data. The President of US National Business Aviation
Association (NBAA) also remarked that the business aviation in
China is “moving beyond infancy” as the business aviation sector continues to grow with the increasing fleet and flight hours.
Demand for expensive business jets
For the longest time, the market in China was inclined towards the
long-range, more expensive business jets due to the high demand.
The buyers initially seemed to be of the belief that more the price
and larger the jet, the better suited it is. However, with enhanced
awareness and knowledge, buyers are now more analytical about
the costs, their needs, the offered facilities, and efficiency. With
the maturing markets, buyers are maturing too. Being treated as
time and efficiency instruments, the executive jets are being better
understood by the Chinese consumers who initially only looked for
ultra-large jets. Now, the midsize and light-executive jets are being
fairly well received for their excellent performance and economic
operation. This has also made the country’s business aviation fleet
more multi-dimensional with customers being practical and rational in selecting aircraft based on their purpose.
China’s first private aircraft was purchased by an entrepreneur in 2004 and around 2010, the industry began taking off as
the focus of Chinese executives shifted towards charter flights
being time savers. Business airplanes have proved their coherence and productivity especially in terms of time for individuals,
companies and governments across the world. In 2008, there
were 32 business aircraft registered in China, with the number
reaching to over 100 in 2011, based on statistics from CAAC
(Civil Aviation Administration of China).
Now many of the Chinese celebrities own private jets like
Gulfstream 450, Bombardier Global Express XRS, Dassault Falcon 7X, Boeing 737, etc. Among many other famous personalities, Alibaba Chairman, Jack Ma Yun owns a Gulfstream 550
accommodating 19 passengers, global actor Jackie Chan has a 14
seater Embraer Legacy 650 private jet while the Chinese musician, Jay Chou owns a Boeing 737 that can seat over 100 people.
The year-on-year two-digit increase that followed China’s
business aviation fleet was surprising to say the least. By 2017,
China was home to about 330 jet and 250 turboprop business
aircraft. A lot of this is due to the large interest of the Chinese
buyers in buying expensive business aircraft displaying strong
brand preference. Aircraft having big cabins and long range
continue as the mainstream of sales and the private owners as
well as charted companies that are going more for medium and
light business aircraft.
Second hand surge
Between 2013 and 2016, the Chinese government’s anti-corruption drive under President Xi Jinping stalled the sales of new
jets, almost forcing the wealthy elite to maintain a lower profile.
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Photograph: embraer

owner and brand ambassador: (file photo)
global actor Jackie Chan has not only owned
Embraer private jets but also has been the
brand ambassador of the business jets by
embraer

Club One Air’s CEO last year highlighted in a media coverage,“In
the last ten years, China suddenly exploded with economic
growth, with people having plenty of money to buy jets. During this time, a lot of people in China bought private jets. But in
the last two years, the Chinese government has clamped down,
making it difficult for businessmen to buy private jets.”
While many attribute the slump in Chinese Business Aviation to this campaign, some see the demand for second-hand
jets as the sign of a stronger economy. The country still remains
one of the busiest markets for many business jet operators.
There has been a gradual shift towards procuring pre-owned
jets. In 2017, 39 second-hand aircraft were added by operators
in Greater China as compared to 19 in 2016.
Aviation meteors for China
As the economy progressed, the demand for business jets
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expanded, also highlighting that these business
jets were no more a privilege only for the country’s wealthy elite. The increasing demand also
makes room for increased competitiveness and
further enhances the efficiency and creativity
through new opportunities. However, the road
was uphill and not so smooth for the Chinese
business aviation industry and had to surpass
some major hurdles.
• The shortage of infrastructure has been
the foremost concern. However, the government of China has addressed this issue
in its 13th Five-Year Plan envisioning 500
new airports by 2020, a significant number
from which will also facilitate business aviation. As of now, the high air traffic makes
it difficult for business jets to get a landing
slot especially at the major airports.
• The lack of pilots and maintenance technicians to support the growing fleet is another
significant problem, more so because of
the high price of having a license in China.
The flight crew is generally required to be
Chinese for operational flexibility. Most of
these pilots are recruited from the country’s
fast-growing airlines, where the overtime
opportunities supersede the switch to business aviation. Non-Chinese operators have
restrictions when it comes to the number of
mainland airports that they can use.
• The restrictive policies of the Chinese government have been another obstacle, especially the lack of flexibility to freely access
the airways and airspace with limits on the
routes and altitudes. In its 12th Five-year
Plan, the central government stated the
promotion of general aviation industry and
reform the airspace management system.
• While the government continues its conservative approach to monitor the influx,
it is also making efforts to let go off these
obstacles.
		
The first generation of business jet owners still faces
bureaucratic hurdles when they wish to import their aircraft. To avoid the tedious process of waiting at the ports of
entry for release, buyers often choose to have their aircraft
delivered as well as registered outside China, but even then
operations within the country stay more restricted. The situation is better only for the Chinese-registered aircraft.
• Despite the industrial growth, management companies
with the required Chinese air operator’s certificate are relatively quite low in number. Finding an acceptable company
to operate the aircraft is a basic requirement to have a jet
established in China as the authorities require it be flown
under a management contract. This makes many of the
companies operating in China, offshoots of largely state-
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China

CHINA’S PRIVATE JET OWNERS: MAGNATES & CELEBRITIES
Run Run Shaw

Hong Kong
entertainment mogul
and philanthropist is
believed to be the first
private jet owner in
China

JACK MA YUN

Co-founder and
Executive Chairman
of the Alibaba Group
owns a Gulfstream
G550

Zhao Benshan

whose Benshan
Media Group spent
$30 million on its first
aircraft, a Bombardier
Challenger 850

Zhang Yue

Broad Group
Co-founder and first
mainland Chinese
to get a plane to his
name, who went on to
buy a fleet of three jets
and a helicopter

Andy Lau

Fan Bingbing

Zhang Ziyi

Chinese actress, pop
singer and producer

Hong Kong actor,
singer, lyricist and film
producer

Chinese actress and
model

Jay Chou

Taiwanese musician,
film producer, actor,
and director owns a
Boeing 737

Chen Daoming
Chinese actor

owned Chinese airlines. The fast-growing aircraft man- aviation administration in 2017. While in 2010, the administraagement companies, even the experienced Western-based tion had issued a document to call out for airspace “liberalisation”
under 4,000 metres by 2020.
groups are also increasingly opting
Similarly, earlier it used to take over a
for partnership models between
week to have an approval for a private jet
Chinese airlines and private compaflight but now it can be done as quickly as
nies. This makes it easier for them
24 hours, the CEO of Shanghai Easewing
to receive the required approvals.
Being treated as
Aviation Consultants told the media.
To operate business jets registered
time and efficiency
During the economic boom, the prioutside China, a special permission
instruments, the
ority given to airline operation impacted
is a must from the CAAC as well.
the business aviation but the governexecutive jets
ment and the wider community evenPolicies pave the way
are being better
tually came to understand the value of
While the stringent policies of the Chibusiness aviation to the local economy.
nese government were hindrances for
understood by the
the most period; the government is easChinese consumers
ing out with the growing development
Key players
who initially only
in the aviation industry and also draftThe People’s Republic of China has had
ing rules specified to administer busia rapid growth in the business aviation
looked for ultra-large
ness aviation.
sector with both global and domestic
jets. Now, the midsize
In 2009, China had a “One Route,
business aviation giants establishing
One Airline” policy, specifying that only a
themselves. Metrojet, Deerjet, Asia Jet,
and light-executive
single carrier could operate a particular
Air China’s Beijing Airlines, Hongkong
jets are being fairly
long-haul route. In effect to this, between
Jet and Hainan Airlines subsidiary Beiwell received for
2011 and 2017, the international routes
jing Capital Airlines have been among
frequency to and from China doubled
the major emerging players, most of
their excellent
from 443 to 803. From May 2018, the
which offer Gulfstream and Boeing
performance and
government had been relaxing this policy.
charter aircraft.
A series of minor rules on flight paths,
French aircraft maker Dassault’s
economic operation.
repair work were also relaxed by the
sales in China for its Falcon-model air-
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China

Photograph: Dassault Aviation

promoting new bird: following the great success of 8x and 7x, dassault will also be promoting 6x during upcoming abace

With improved marketing and long range aircraft availabilcraft jumped to 50 per cent of its Asia Pacific total. The country
has continued to be one of the hottest markets, especially for ity, Bombardier is making its presence. In 2016, Embraer made
the Falcon 8X and 7X. Dassault Aviation is all set to showcase some rather staid deliveries in the form of one midsize Legacy
its advanced Falcon 8X ultra-long-range trijet at the Asian Busi- 500 and two light Phenom 300s in the Chinese market, which
ness Aviation Conference & Exhibition (ABACE) which opens on only shows that the trends are shifting towards more mature
purchases in the country.
April 16, 2019 at Shanghai Hongqiao
The emergence of business aviaInternational Airport.
tion in China has been a boon not just
Reports also highlight American
for the industry but also the economy
Gulfstream Aerospace’s China fleet havThe country still
and the entrepreneurial class. Operaing shot up nearly 50 per cent over the
tors hope further for easier and faster
past five years to 120. Gulfstream airremains one of the
approval of flight plans and better-sitcraft are known for its luxury and relibusiest markets for
uated airports but the thoughtful steps
ability, held 70 per cent of China’s largebeing taken up by the government and
cabin market share.
many business jet
the immense space for possibility; conAccording to Hurun report, Gulfoperators. There has
tinue to make China a favourite among
stream was the most popular business
been a gradual shift
the aviation industry stalwarts. Thus,
jet brand in China and Dassault Falcon
the major aircraft manufacturers con8X was the most popular ultra-longtowards procuring
tinue to roll out plans to upgrade their
range business jet award in 2019.
pre-owned jets. In
services and offer products tailored for
The
demand
has,
however,
the Chinese market. Even though ecoincreased for Boeing Business Jet
2017, 39 secondnomic fluctuations are likely to cast a
(BBJ’s) ultra-large business jets as well
hand aircraft were
shadow on the industry, with the major
among Chinese operators who travel
added by operators
aviation players expanding their base
long distances with larger teams. 2017
in the Chinese market and the governexpansion plans for Boeing Business
in Greater China as
ment showing support through the
Jets fleet in China included two BBJs,
compared to 19 in
changes in policies, the business aviaone BBJ2 and one BBJ 787 entering
tion industry seems to be at the central
service with two BBJ MAX 8s, delivered
2016.
point in China. SP
in 2018.
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gulfstream

Gulfstream G650ER:
incredible combination
of speed and range with
wide-cabin comfort

Gulfstream Sees Nearly 40 Per cent
Increase in Fleet Sales in China, LargeCabin Aircraft Lead Regional Market
By Roger Sperry

Photographs: gulfstream

Senior Regional Vice President, Sales, Gulfstream Aerospace
Since 2014, Gulfstream Aerospace has seen its fleet in
Greater China grow by more than 35 per cent; and by more
than 24 per cent overall in the Asia-Pacific region. The numbers, the company said, are an indication that buyers in the
region are confident in the Gulfstream brand and its best-inclass products and services. Notably, Gulfstream said its largecabin fleet continues to lead the overall business jet market in
the Asia-Pacific region.
It’s no secret why Gulfstream large-cabin aircraft continue
to lead the market: the ultra-longrange capability, real-world
performance, exceptional comfort and exquisite style customers
experience in a Gulfstream are second to none.
The company’s flagship, the Gulfstream G650ER, recently
set the speed record for the farthest business jet flight in history – proving its unrivaled performance and beating a recent
competitor speed record. The G650ER flew from Singapore to
Tucson, Arizona, in just 15 hours and 23 minutes, beating the
previous record by 44 minutes and more than 225 nm/417 km.
“The G650ER has no equal when it comes to its incredible
combination of speed and range,” said Mark Burns, president,
Gulfstream Aerospace. “Worldwide, you just can’t go farther
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faster, and this record proves it. With 350 aircraft in service,
the G650 and G650ER show day in and day out that they are
class-creating and -leading aircraft that set the standard when
they were announced and continue to do so today. Simply put,
all others follow.”
Gulfstream has two more reasons to help it maintain its
large-cabin market share in the Asia-Pacific region: the arrival of
the all-new, clean-sheet Gulfstream G500 and Gulfstream G600.
Capable of flying 5,200 nm/9,630 km and 6,500 nm/12,038 km
at Mach 0.85, respectively, the new aircraft represent optimized
speed, wide-cabin comfort and efficiency suited to offer bestinclass performance with advanced safety features. Equipped
with touch screens and the industry’s first active control sidesticks, the advanced flight deck allows for greater situational
awareness and crew coordination, making the aircraft the most
technologically advanced in the market.
Gulfstream plans to display their fleet, including the allnew Gulfstream 500 and Gulfstream G600, ultra-long-range
G650ER, high-performing G550 and super-midsize G280, at
the Asian Business Aviation Conference & Exhibition (ABACE)
in Shanghai later this month. SP
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Mission Shakti
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With this test, India joins an exclusive group of space faring nations
consisting of USA, Russia and China.
On March 27, 2019, India created history by successfully
intercepting and interdicting a satellite in outer space with a
completely indigenous Anti-Satellite (ASAT) Missile.‘Mission
Shakti’ was a test conducted to launch ASAT Missile evolved
from Ballistic Missile Defence programme at an Indian satellite in low earth orbit at 300 km altitude. This joint effort of
DRDO and ISRO scientists requiring very high degree of precision and technical capability was fully successful and achieved
all planned parameters. Prime Minister congratulated and complimented all scientists and all associated with Mission Shakti,
including from DRDO, for the success and said that it was a
matter of great pride for all Indians.
India has undertaken 102 spacecraft missions consisting of
communication satellites, earth observation satellites, experimental satellites, navigation satellites, apart from satellites meant for
scientific research and exploration, academic studies and other
small satellites. India’s space programme is important for India’s
security, economic and social infrastructure. DRDO has successfully developed and integrated complex technologies to build
ASAT Missiles to hit satellites that travel at extremely high speed
and provide a very small window of opportunity. Despite capability to strike satellites up to 1,000 km, the test was done in lower
atmosphere at 300 km to prevent space debris. India’s ASAT
capability is neither directed against any country nor a threat to
any country but it is only to ensure India’s interests in outer space.
‘Mission Shakti’ demonstrated India’s capability to safeguard its
growing space-based assets and deter adversaries from interfering with Indian space assets and proliferating ASAT weapons.
With this test, India joins an exclusive group of space faring
nations consisting of USA, Russia and China. USA destroyed an
orbiting satellite with ‘Nike Zeus’ missile armed with nuclear
warhead in May 1963. Thereafter, USA developed non-nuclear
systems that destroyed ‘Solwind P78-1’ satellite at 555 km
altitude in September 1985 and a non-functioning US satellite
at 247 km altitude. USSR, in early 1980s, was planning two
MiG-31D ‘Foxhounds’ as launch platform for ASAT weapon. As
per open source information, Russia has successfully tested its
ASAT weapon ‘PL-19 Nudo’ twice in 2018. China successfully
tested its ASAT weapon in Jan 2007 by hitting ‘FY-1C’ weather
satellite at 865 km altitude and in January 2010 it destroyed a
medium-range ballistic missile using ASAT weapon, which is
considered a continuation of ASAT testing in guise of BMD.
India is signatory to ‘OuterSpace Treaty 1967’, principal
international treaty on space, which prohibits only weapons
of mass destruction in outer space and not ordinary weapons.
India has no intent to enter into arms race in outer space and
has always maintained that space must be used only for peaceful purposes. India is against weaponisation of outerspace and
supports international efforts to reinforce safety and security
of space-based assets. At present, there is no legal binding
instrument to prohibit placement of weapons in outer space or
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development and possession of ASAT Weapons, whether based
in space or terrestrial. India is a party to all the major international treaties relating to Outer Space and is not in violation
of any international law or treaty to which it is a party or any
national obligation.
Prime Minister summarised that the main objective of
India’s space programme was to ensure security, economic
development and technological progress and that Mission Shakti
was crucial for achieving these three important objectives. Successful demonstration of India’s ASAT capabilities is culmination
of years of hard work by DRDO and ISRO scientists that will
provide India greater security and confidence to meet challenges
to its increasing number of space-based assets in the future. SP
—By Air Marshal S.B.P. Sinha (Retd)
The author has held the appointments of the Deputy Chief
of the Air Staff and Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief,
Central Air Command, IAF.
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India dismisses nasa
concerns
Debris to clear in 45 days & poses no threat to International Space Station, says DRDO chief,
while declaring a satellite kill range of 1,000 km

illustration: Anoop kamath

By Vishal Thapar & Ayushee Chaudhary
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ASAT test

India has a capability to destroy enemy satellites up the US Department of State. The 250-300 pieces of debris will
to a range of 1,000 km above the surface of the Earth but its decay within 45 days, according to our simulation conducted as
March 27 Anti-Satellite (A-SAT) test Mission Shakti was done at per international standards,” the DRDO chief said. “A head-on
a much lower altitude of 283 km in order to avoid posing a debris engagement was done with the target satellite to reduce debris,”
threat to global space assets which are in higher orbits, India’s he explained, claiming that some debris had already decayed.
Deputy National Security Adviser Pankaj Saran too sought to
top military scientist G. Satheesh Reddy declared in New Delhi
on April 6. Pre-test simulation has established that the 250-300 play down the NASA condemnation of the test. “There were five
statements from the US. The first was by the State Department.
pieces of debris would decay in this lower orbit in 45 days.
India also announced a virtual moratorium on further This was followed by statements by the Pentagon, Acting Defence
A-SAT tests, declaring that no more tests were required in the Secretary, US Air Force Space Command and NASA. The one by
Lower Earth Orbit (LEO). “We have demonstrated our capabil- the NASA chief was in a townhall meeting. The official position
ity. The (PDV Mark-II) interceptor has a capability to neutralise (of the US) is reflected in the State Department statement. That’s
satellites up to 1,000 km altitude. This covers most of the LEO what we’re basing our response on,” Saran said.
He also clarified that there was no disruption in NASA’s
satellites. We don’t need another test in this orbit as of now,” Dr
Reddy said at a press conference which he jointly addressed cooperation with the Indian Space Research Organisation
with Deputy National Security Adviser Pankaj Saran. “Weap- (ISRO), including that for India’s manned space mission, followonising this deterrence capability is a decision for the Govern- ing India’s A-SAT test.
The Deputy National Security Adviser also confirmed that
ment,” he added.
Dr Reddy, the head of India’s Defence Research and Devel- India had taken friendly countries into confidence before the
opment Organisation, disclosed that the go-ahead for the A-SAT A-SAT test. “We’re in touch with all friendly partners in the
spirit of ongoing cooperation. It’s part of our outreach. Only four
mission was given by Prime Minister Narendra Modi in 2016.
countries have issued public statements
This was the first detailed briefing
(after the Indian test),” he said.
by India on this test, after Prime MinisDr Reddy said all critical technologies
ter Modi made a declaration about it in
for the A-SAT test were indigenous. “The
a televised address on March 27.
indigenous content was 90 per cent. All
Dr Reddy emphasised that there
systems were developed indigenously.
was no danger of debris created by the
Fifty industrial entities participated in
destruction of an orbiting satellite hitting
the programme, producing about 2,000
the International Space Station (ISS),
components. About 150-200 scientists
and said that the 10-day window of risk
and technicians worked on this profor damage to space assets was over. The
gramme for two years,” he said.
entire debris of 250-300 pieces, as estiThe biggest challenge was precision
mated by NASA, would decay in about
targeting at very high velocity in the low
45 days, as per the Indian simulation
earth orbit. “The satellite velocity was
before the test. The target satellite, he
7.8 km per second. When you acquire
said, was put in orbit in January 2019,
this target through a seeker, with the
and a Ballistic Missile Defence (BMD)
kill vehicle moving at 10 km per sectest conducted on February 12 against
ond, the time available (for the hit) is
an electronic target had generated valuless than 20 seconds,” Dr Reddy said.
able inputs. The A-SAT test was conThe accuracy of the hit was less than 10
ducted with the PDV Mark-II, the threecm away from the geometric centre of
stage BMD interceptor.
the target satellite.
Contesting the view of the NASA
The DRDO chief listed four critical
chief that India’s A-SAT test posed a
technologies in the A-SAT success. These
direct threat to the ISS, the DRDO chairare the Guidance and Control Algoman said the ISS is “120-125 km above
rithms, Strap down Imaging Infra Red
the orbit of the Indian target satellite”.
(IIR) seeker for terminal stage, Divert
He also talked about an area of separaand Attitude Control System and Ring
tion creating a safe zone between the
Laser Gyro-based navigation system.
satellite and the ISS, which was orbiting
India as a
The indigenous “hit to kill” techabove French Guiana in South America
nology was used to home on to the
at the time of the hit.
responsible nation
target satellite. The advanced termiIndia as a responsible nation delibdeliberately chose
nal guidance and strap down Imaging
erately chose a much lower orbit of
a much lower orbit
Infra Red (IIR) Seeker and Ring Laser
around 300 km to demonstrate its
Gyro-based inertial navigation system
capability with the intent to avoid a
of around 300 km
guided the kill vehicle to hit the tardebris threat to global space assets.
to demonstrate
get satellite atg closing speeds of more
“Some debris going up could be a
than 10 km per second. The Elecpossibility as per our simulation. But
its capability with
tro Optical Tracking System tracked
the possibility of hitting the ISS is not
the
intent
to
avoid
the entire engagement and captured
there. The risk of debris was for 10
a debris threat to
the direct hit, which was also cordays, which is over today. This is corroborated the last image frame of the
roborated by statements by the Pentaglobal space assets
onboard IIR seeker. SP
gon (US Department of Defense) and
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SR-71 –
Catch Me If You Can!
The SR-71 Blackbird soon set records as the world’s fastest and highestflying operational manned aircraft – a distinction it held throughout its
memorable career
On May 1, 1960, an American Lockheed U-2 unarmed
reconnaissance plane piloted by Gary Powers, was shot down by
a Soviet surface-to-air missile (SAM). It happened at the height
of the Cold War and although Gary Powers parachuted down
safely, he was immediately arrested, tried for spying and sentenced to ten years in prison. Missions over the Soviet Union had
to be abruptly terminated. Consequently, the United States (US)
was left with no credible means to gather intelligence about the
Soviet Union’s nuclear capability, ICBM programme and military
installations. President Eisenhower therefore, sent a terse message to Lockheed: Make an aircraft that can’t be shot down and
make it fast. Only one man in the US and perhaps the whole
world, could have even considered such an impossible demand
and that was Kelly Johnson, head of Lockheed’s “Skunk Works”
team. The outcome was the SR-71 Blackbird, a long-range, highlevel, Mach 3.3 strategic reconnaissance aircraft.
There has never been an aircraft quite like the SR-71. Its
first flight was on December 22, 1964 and it entered operational service in January 1966 with the United States Air Force
(USAF). During its 30-year reign, it flew over regions bristling
with some of the deadliest air defence systems in the world,
including the USSR and North Vietnam. In fact, probably no
other reconnaissance aircraft in history has had over 1,000
missiles launched against it. Yet, true to President Eisenhower’s mandate, not one SR-71 was shot down. The secret of
this plane’s remarkable survivability was its extremely high
speed and operating altitude. When a Blackbird pilot received
a missile launch warning in the cockpit, all he had to do was
accelerate and the missile would invariably be left far behind.
The SR-71 soon set records as the world’s fastest and
highest-flying operational manned aircraft – a distinction it
held throughout its memorable career. On July 28, 1976, an
SR-71 pilot set an absolute altitude record for a manned jet of
25,929m. The same day another pilot set an absolute speed
record of 3,529.6 kmph, approximately Mach 3.3. Although
other SR-71 pilots claim to have exceeded the figures, these
two stand as official records to this day. The Soviet Union had
a formidable supersonic interceptor in the Mikoyan-Gurevich
MiG-25, but its maximum speed of Mach 2.83 and service ceiling of 20,700m was no match for the SR-71.
A conventional design could not have provided the air-
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craft’s performance or withstood the scorching temperatures
due to surface friction. The SR-71 was made with a unique
material – a titanium alloy covered with a corrugated skin. It
was painted dark blue, almost black, to radiate the intense
heat to the atmosphere and serve as camouflage against the
night sky, giving rise to its name Blackbird. It was also one
of the first aircraft to have a stealthy shape that reduced its
33-metre long radar cross section (RCS) by 90 per cent and
made it appear smaller than a human on enemy radar. Its high
speed was thanks to its powerful engines – two Pratt & Whitney J58-1 continuous-bleed afterburning turbojets, each producing 15,400 kgf (151 kN) of thrust. The engines were operated continuously in afterburner mode for cruise at supersonic
speeds. Even the JP-7 fuel they burned was unique. It had a
high flash point and high thermal stability to prevent it from
vaporising or exploding under the extreme heat and pressure
the Blackbird was subject to. The rear seat was occupied by a
Reconnaissance Systems Officer (RSO) in charge of navigation
and imaging systems. The RSO had a range of high-resolution
cameras and electronic intelligence-gathering devices plus
electronic countermeasures to jam hostile radars.
Out of the 32 SR-71 aircraft built, as many as 12 were lost
in accidents. This may seem high, but eleven of these crashes
happened between 1966 and 1972 when the plane was still new
and the peculiarities of such extreme flight were imperfectly
understood. The delicate controls needed immense concentration and care because even a slight deviation from the recommended angle of attack, especially at high speeds, could render
the aircraft unstable. During the rest of its service life, just one
Blackbird was lost in April 1989. Only one crew member was
killed, the rest managing to abandon their stricken aircraft safely.
Ultimately it was the high operating cost of the SR-71 that
led to its premature retirement in 1999. Other factors were
the improved performance of US reconnaissance satellites and
the Blackbird’s increasing vulnerability to the upgraded SAMs.
According to USAF test pilot Terry Pappas, of all the planes he
flew, the SR-71 was “at the pinnacle. When you walk up and
look at it for the first time, it’s kind of hard to believe they built
something like that.” SP
— Joseph Noronha
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US APPROVES $2.6 BILLION
SALE OF 24 MH-60R SEAHAWK
HELICOPTERS TO INDIA
Amidst
heightened
India-Pakistan
military tensions, the US
has approved a government-to-government sale
of 24 MH-60R Seahawk
helicopters to India which
will significantly bolster
its anti-submarine warfare capability.
“This proposed sale
will support the foreign
policy and national security of the United States
by helping to strengthen
the U.S.-Indian strategic relationship and to
improve the security of a
major defensive partner
which continues to be an important force for political stability, peace, and economic progress in the Indo-Pacific and South
Asia region,” according to a statement issued by the US Defense
Security Cooperation Agency (DSCA) on April 2.
The US Congress has been notified about this possible sale.
“The State Department has made a determination approving
a possible Foreign Military Sale to India of twenty-four (24)
MH-60R Multi-Mission helicopters for an estimated cost of $2.6
billion. The Defense Security Cooperation Agency delivered the
required certification notifying Congress of this possible sale
today,” it was stated.
Submission of the certification kicks off a 30-day notification period to the US Congress. The Congress is not required to
specifically approve or disapprove the sale. If there’s no action
during the 30-day notice period, the process for the sale moves
forward. At this stage, the US would be expected to issue a Letter of Offer and Acceptance (LoA) initially valid for 60 days
but extendable beyond this time limit. Contract negotiations
will begin at this stage. Should the deal go through, Lockheed
Martin Rotary and Mission Systems will be the principal contractor, which will also deliver on offsets requirements in the
contract. The first aircraft is usually delivered 36 months after
the signing of the contract.
The procurement of 24 MH-60R multi-role naval helicopters
was approved by India’s Defence Acquisition Council in August
2017. It issued a Letter of Request (LoR) to the US for an FMS sale
in 2018.
India has requested a sensor and weapons package for the
helicopters which includes APS-153(V) Multi-Mode radars, Mk54
torpedoes, AGM-114 Hellfire anti-surface missiles, Advanced
Precision Kill Weapons Systems (APKWS) rockets, N/AVS-9 Night
Vision Devices, secure communication systems, and crew-served
guns. India has also sought a training and logistics package.
A series of recent measures enable India to access US military technology at par with the closest American allies. In 2016,
the Obama Administration designated India a Major Defence
Partner (MDP). The Strategic Trade Authorisation-1 (STA) status given to India in 2018 is a further enabler for transfer of
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technologies in the defence and space sectors. Japan and South
Korea are the only other Asian countries with this status. SP
—Vishal Thapar

HAL DECLARES A RECORD
TURNOVER OF $2.8 BILLION
Anxious to shed the reputation of a laggard, Hindustan
Aeronautics Limited (HAL) on April 1 asserted that it is delivering ahead of schedule on a contract for 40 Advanced Light
Helicopters (ALH) for the Indian Army and declared a robust
financial performance with a record turnover for 2018-19.
“HAL has produced 12 new ALHs against the contract of 40,
out of which six were produced ahead of schedule for the Indian
Army,” it declared in a statement, while declaring its financial
results at the end of the 2018-19 Fiscal.
India’s sole aircraft manufacturer used this turnaround in its
delivery culture to garnish a rosy announcement of a turnover
of `19,400 crore ($2.8 billion), an increase of 6 per cent over the
previous year’s figure of `18,284 crore ($2.64 billion).
“In the FY 2018-19, HAL has produced 41 new aircraft/helicopters and 98 new engines and has carried out overhaul of
213 aircraft/helicopters and 540 engines. HAL’s R&D projects
are on track and are tailor made for the requirement of the
armed forces,” the statement added.
At the recently-held Aero India 2019, HAL announced that
it’s close to clinching contracts for 83 Tejas Light Combat Aircraft
in the Mark 1A configuration, and 15 Light Attack Helicopters.
It received a “limited” Final Operational Clearance (FOC) for the
Tejas on February 20, clearing the decks for commencement of
production for the second batch of 16 single cockpit Tejas fighters. It also declared the development process for the Light Combat
Helicopter complete, and announced successful incorporation of
air-to-air missile (Mistral) firing capability for the gunship.
Madhavan had also acknowledged talks with Russia for
extending the serial production of Sukhoi-30 MKI fighters by
another 18 aircraft.
“The performance of the Company in 2018-19 has encouraged
us to focus more on design and development of indigenous products and technologies, develop aerospace and defence manufacturing eco-system and to be more dedicated towards meeting the
current and future requirements of customers,” chairman Madhavan stated. “This strategy will also help HAL to be on the growth
track in meeting the expectations of the shareholders,” he added.
This clearly suggests that India’s largest Defence PSU would
be focusing on the Tejas fighter, the ALH line of helicopters and
derivatives, and the development of the AMCA fifth generation
fighter aircraft to power its future in the face of emerging private sector competition. SP
—Vishal Thapar

Damage to Landing Spacecraft
Delays India’s Moon Mission
Chandrayaan-2, India’s second Moon mission which is
aimed at landing a spacecraft on the surface of the lunar satellite, has been delayed further.
During trials ahead of the expected launch this month, the
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landing spacecraft, Vikram, was damaged. Two of the four damaged ‘legs’ of this spacecraft need repair, which has forced postponement of the mission by at least a month. The mission was
originally slated for April 2018 but has suffered multiple delays.
Unlike the first lunar mission in 2008 which only involved
remote sensing while orbiting, Chandrayaan-2 will attempt putting a ‘Rover’ vehicle on the Moon through the landing spacecraft to study the surface of the Earth’s sole natural satellite.
After reaching the 100 km lunar orbit after its launch on
a Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle (GSLV), the Lander
– holding the Rover payload – will separate from the Orbiter.
Following controlled descent, the Lander will head for a soft
landing at a specified place on the surface of the Moon, and
release the Rover.
While Chandrayaan-1 established the presence of water/
hydroxyl on the Moon, Chandrayaan-2 is intended to analyse mineral composition and map the Moon’s terrain. Also with this mission, the Indian Space Research Organisation (ISRO) plans to land
on the moon’s South Pole, which has not been explored by other
countries yet and is also the place where ice was discovered in
the shadow of craters by the US National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA)’s payload M3 on Chandrayaan-1 in 2009.
There are indications that the Chandrayaan-2 might actually be pushed to the second half of 2019 because the mission
requires a specific launch window. ISRO plans to utilise a full
lunar day, which is equivalent to 14 earth days, for Rover experiments. This narrows the launch window.
The series of delays will also have another consequence. It
will deprive India of the bragging rights of becoming the fourth
country after Russia, US and China to land a spacecraft on the
Moon. Now, it appears that Israel will beat India to that spot,
with its Moon landing slated for April 11. The Israeli lander
Beresheet will also be carrying NASA’s retro-reflector. SP
—Ayushee Chaudhary

PSLV-C45 Successfully
Launched EMISAT and 28
Global Satellites
In its first-three orbit
mission, ISRO launched
the PSLV-C45 at about 9:27
hours on Monday, April 1
from the second launch pad
at Satish Dhawan Space Centre in Sriharikota in coastal
Andhra Pradesh. 17 minutes
and 12 seconds after the liftoff, India’s first electronic
surveillance satellite, EMISAT,
was injected into a 748 km
sun-synchronous polar orbit.
Indian Space Research Organisation’s (ISRO’s) third generation spark plug, PSLV (Polar
Satellite Launch Vehicle), which took its 47th flight on Monday,
also carried 28 other nano satellites from foreign customers
along with EMISAT in the mission among which were satellites
belonging to the US, Lithuania, Spain, and Switzerland.
Alongside being the first three-orbit mission, this was also
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the first one to put solar panels in rocket fourth stage (PS4) and
the foremost undertaking of PSLV-QL, a new variant consisting
of four strap-on motors each of which carries 12.2 tonne of
propellant for lift-off.
After separation, the two solar arrays of EMISAT were deployed
automatically and the ISRO Telemetry Tracking and Command
Network at Bengaluru assumed control of the satellite. In the coming days, the satellite will be brought to its final operational configuration, stated ISRO. Post an hour and 55 minutes of the lift-off,
the last customer satellite was put into its assigned orbit and post 3
hours, the vehicle’s PS4 was transferred to a lower circular orbit of
485 km following two restarts to establish it as an orbital platform
for performing experiments with the three payloads.
The PS4 was restarted four times during the mission owing
to the use of a multiple-burn technology, where the engines
shuts and restarts multiple times within a short duration allowing the rocket to pursue to the next orbit with the payloads.
This was one of PSLV’s longest missions around the Earth.
The preceding longest one was of the PSLV-C40 in January
2018 that lasted for 2 hours and 21 minutes.
The final and fourth stage of the rocket will stay alive for the
next 6 months. ISRO also mentioned that in its next mission,
PSLV-C46 will launch RISAT-2B in May 2019. SP
—Ayushee Chaudhary

TATA PICKS UP 20 PER CENT STAKE
IN DELHI AIRPORT
The Tata Group is set to make its debut in India’s airport
sector by picking up a 20 per cent stake in GMR Airports Ltd,
which runs the Delhi airport - the country’s largest and Asia’s
sixth biggest.
According to a statement, a deal has been struck between
GMR and a Tata-led consortium involving Singapore’s wealth
fund GIC and SSG Capital Management. As per this agreement,
the consortium will invest `1,000 crore ($145 million) into GMR
Airports, and purchase `7,000 crore ($1.01 billion) worth of
equity from the airport operator’s parent company, GMR Infrastructure Limited.
The deal values GMR Airports at `18,000 crore ($2.6 billion). After the transfer of equity, Tata’s consortium partners GIC
and SSG will own 15 and 10 per cent respectively. The deal will
help GMR Infrastructure reduce its $2.9 Billion debt. GMR shares
jumped by 9.8 per cent to the highest intra-day level since September 3, 2018.
The Tata-led offer beat a rival bid by a Mitsubishi-led Japanese consortium to clinch this deal.
The GMR deal marks Tata’s entry into this sector at a time
when the Modi Government is promoting a `100,000 crore
programme to build airports in secondary and tertiary towns
across India. Tata already owns and operates two domestic airlines - Vistara and Air Asia in partnership with Singapore Airlines and the Malaysian low cost carrier Air Asia respectively.
GMR and GVK Power & Infrastructure Ltd. are the largest
operators of private airports in India. GMR also runs airports at
Hyderabad and Cebu and is developing greenfield airports at
Goa and Crete (Greece). GVK runs the Mumbai airport and has
also won the bid for Mumbai’s second airport at Navi Mumbai,
which is reported to be India’s costliest airport project. SP
—Vishal Thapar
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MILITARY
ASIA-PACIFIC
MI-26T2V HELICOPTER COMPLETES
PRELIMINARY FLIGHT TESTS

Russian Helicopters (part of Rostec State
Corporation) has successfully completed
preliminary flight tests of the Mi-26T2V
helicopter. The machine is being prepared for a handover to the Russian
Ministry of Defense to do joint official
tests. The new helicopter differs from
the basic Mi-26 model due to a modern
integrated NPK90-2V avionics suite,
which significantly simplifies piloting of
the helicopter.
The upgraded heavy Mi-26T2V helicopter designed in the interests of the
Ministry of Defense made its first flight
in August 2018. The customer requested
that Mi-26T2V should ensure completion
of tasks even in regions with complex
physical and geographical and adverse
climatic conditions, at any time of the
day, at equipped and unequipped routes,
or even without routes, and on featureless terrain, in conditions of fire and
information counteraction of the enemy.

AMERICAS
RAYTHEON TO MODERNIZE SPACE COMMAND
AND CONTROL SYSTEM

The US Air Force Life Cycle Management Center and a consortium of tech
firms led by Raytheon are modernizing and simplifying the legacy Space
Defense Operations Center, a 1990s-era
system that tracks and monitors space
debris. The SPADOC system has reached
the end of its planned service life. The
US Air Force is planning to replace it
with modern systems that will simplify
operations and provide greater space
situational awareness and collision
avoidance capabilities.
Raytheon and AFLCMC decided to emulate SPADOC’s capabilities with modern
computer hardware. The new emulated
environment, SPADOC Emulation Analysis
Risk Reduction, known as SPEARR, is
designed to provide a more sustainable
system that requires less maintenance.
The new hardware will provide the same
functionality as today’s system, making it
easy to learn and operate. Additional benefits are significant reductions in power
and cooling consumption. Most of these
reductions are because all of SPADOC’s
capabilities are now integrated into two
small server racks instead of spread over
1,000 square feet of an aging, analog
computer system.
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US AIR FORCE CONTRACT FOR LOCKHEED MARTIN
The US Air Force has contracted Lockheed Martin Missiles and Fire Control
with a $13.3 million modification for
SNIPER Comprehensive Advanced Targeting Pod. This Targeting Pod provides
positive target identification, autonomous
tracking, GPS coordinate generation and
precise weapons guidance from extended
standoff ranges. The current modification
provides for the software enhancements
and data for the development of the E4.X
Operational Flight Programme. Work will
be finished by February 28, 2021.

RAYTHEON CONTRACTED FOR TACTICAL BOOST
GLIDE HYPERSONIC WEAPONS PROGRAMME

Raytheon has won a $63.3 million contract to further develop the Tactical Boost
Glide hypersonic weapons programme.
Work under this contract will be part of
a joint development of the Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and the Air Force. The programme
seeks to develop and demonstrate critical
technologies to enable an effective and
affordable air-launched hypersonic
cruise missile. The system enables longer
ranges with shorter response times and
enhanced effectiveness. A tactical-range
boost glide weapon is five times the
speed of sound. In 2016, Raytheon won
a $174 million contract for the US for
the hypersonic air-breathing weapon
concept programme.

EUROPE
GERMANY’S TENDER FOR HEAVY-LIFT HELICOPTER
Germany released tender documents for
the Bundeswehr’s heavy-lift helicopter
(Schwerer Transporthubschrauber, STH)
on February 28, 2019 which set out the
performance and programme details for
the STH requirement to procure 44 to
60 helicopters for the German Luftwaffe.
Back in November 2018, the German
government announced that a newly
developed helicopter to replace the 70
incumbent Sikorsky CH-53G/GS/GA/GEs
would not be an option. According to the
released tender, parties have until May
14, 2019 to provide initial response. A
Request for Proposal (RFP) will be issued
shortly thereafter.

QuickRoundUp

Air Force Life Cycle
Management Centre

The Air Force Life Cycle Management Centre has awarded
Sallyport Global Holdings a not-to-exceed $375 million
contract to provide base operations support, base life
support and security services in support of the Iraq
F-16 programme. Sallyport Global provides contingency
operation support services to individuals and business
enterprises in Iraq.

Boeing

The US Naval Air Systems Command has awarded Boeing
a $428.9 million modification for long-lead material and
activities in support of the 16 P-8A Poseidon aircraft. The
modification covers long-lead material and activities in
support of four aircraft for New Zealand and six of South
Korea. It also covers six aircraft of the US Navy. Work is
scheduled to be completed in June 2020.
The US Navy has awarded Boeing a $17.8 million
contract modification to procure two additional F/A-18E/F
Super Hornets, modified to extend the service life of
the aircraft. The E model is single-seat and the F model
is a two-seat version. The F/A and 18E/F aircraft are operational in 10 US Navy Carrier Air Wings. Work is expected to
be finished by October next year.
The US Air Force has contracted Boeing for $250
million to integrate the Long Range Stand-Off (LRSO)
Cruise Missile on the B-52H bomber platform. This contract
provides for aircraft and missile carriage equipment
development and modification, engineering, testing,
software development, training, facilities and support
necessary to fully integrate the LRSO Cruise Missile on the
B-52H bomber.

Corvid Technologies

The US Naval Surface Warfare Centre has contracted
Corvid Technologies LLC with $223.3 million order for
Navy Sub-Orbital Flight Vehicles. The company will provide
hardware, equipment and components needed to produce
sub-orbital flight vehicles for the US Navy, other government organisations and Japan. The flight vehicles are exoatmospheric rocket-based vehicles specifically configured
for systems under test.

European Defence Agency
Spain, Germany and Italy have launched the European
Defence Agency’s (EDA) Cyber Defence Situation Awareness Package Rapid Research Prototype (CySAP-RRP)
project. It is the first step in setting up a complete
cyber situation awareness operational capability for EU
defence forces.

GE Aviation

General Electric Aviation, Massachusetts, has been
awarded a $517,375,800 cost-plus-incentive-fee and firmfixed-price contract for the engineering and manufacturing
development phase of the Improved Turbine Engine Pro-
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ASIA-PACIFIC
BEL AND ELBIT SYSTEMS SIGN TCA FOR HMDS

gramme. Two bids solicited via the internet were received.
Work is estimated to be completed by August 01, 2024.

Harris Corporation

The US Navy has awarded Harris Corporation a $43.3
million contract modification for additional Integrated
Defensive Electronic Countermeasures AN/ALQ-214
A(V)4/5 Onboard Jammer systems for the F/A-18 Super
Hornet fighter planes of the Royal Kuwaiti Air Force. AN/
ALQ-214 Integrated Defensive Electronic Countermeasures
Onboard Jammer is a next-generation radio frequency (RF)
integrated countermeasure system. The work is expected to
be completed by August 2022.

IAF

Indian President Ram Nath Kovind has announced that the
Indian Air Force is preparing to welcome the Rafale fighter
aircraft in its fleet in order to strengthen its strike capabilities. The Rafale is a twin-engine, multirole fighter aircraft
designed and built by Dassault Aviation of Fr4ance.

Marshall Aerospace and
Defence Group

Marshall Aerospace and Defence Group has started work
on the centre-wing box (CWB) replacement for 14 UK RAF
Lockheed Martin C-130J/C-130J-30 Hercules. The Hercules
is a four-engine turboprop military transport aircraft and
has the longest continuous production run of any military
aircraft in history.

Ministry of Defence of
Finland

The Finnish Ministry of Defence received responses from
five manufacturers as part of its Boeing F/A-18C/D Hornet
replacement programme HX-FP valued at $8.03 billion. The
programme envisages an acquisition of 64 aircraft, with
the information being solicited on aircraft, training systems,
maintenance tools, testing equipment, weapons, and sensors.

Northrop Grumman

The Navy has awarded Northrop Grumman a $11.3 million
contract for aerial refueling envelope expansion and objective tanker qualification testing in support of the E-2D
Advanced Hawkeye aircraft. The E-2D Advanced Hawkeye is
the latest version of the American all-weather, carrier-capable, tactical airborne early warning E-2 Hawkeye aircraft.
The US Air Force has awarded Northrop Grumman
Corporation a $1.3 billion indefinite delivery, indefinite
quantity award for Litening advanced targeting pod
sustainment, production, software and upgrades. Litening
advanced targeting pod includes a suite of advanced
high-resolution sensors and a data link for intelligence,
surveillance, reconnaissance and target acquisition.

PZL MIELEC

Polskie Zaklady Lotnicze, Mielec, Poland, has been
awarded an $18,982,157 firm-fixed-price contract
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Bharat Electronics Limited (BEL) and
Elbit Systems Limited, Israel, have signed
a Technical Collaboration Agreement
(TCA) for Licensed Manufacturing of
Helmet Mounted Display System (HMDS)/
Helmet Pointing System (HPS) Version 02
in the presence of Gowtama MV, CMD,
BEL, B Machilis, President & CEO, Elbit
systems Limited and other senior officers
of BEL and Elbit. Under this agreement,
BEL gets the license to manufacture and
integrate the HMD System (HPS Ver-02)
for Indian Naval and other rotary-wing
platforms of the Indian Armed Forces.
The HMDS has the latest features of night
flying with night vision goggles, colour
day and night display, 3D symbology,
head tracking, sensors and weapon cuing. The HMDS/HPS provides the capability to display the enemy helicopter’s flight
and platform information, mission data,
target information as well as additional
enhanced application capabilities.

HAL CONTRACT FOR THALES

Hindustan Aeronautics Limited (HAL)
has awarded French company Thales a
contract to supply 70-mm rocket launchers to the Indian Armed Forces. The deal
provides for 135 rocket launchers for 33
attack helicopters. Eighteen of the army’s
advanced light helicopters and 15 of the
India Air Force’s light combat helicopters
will be equipped with four 12-tube rocket
launchers. The company produces the
rocket launchers using composite material, making them an average of 50 percent
lighter than metal launchers and eliminating corrosion issues. The launchers are
suited for use on both light and combat helicopters. Munitions available for use with
the launchers, range from conventional
rockets to laser-guided variant from Thales.

Show Calendar
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https://ebace.aero/2019
13–15 June
France Air Expo
Eurexpo, Lyon-Bron, France
http://franceairexpo.com
13–15 June
AeroExpo UK & Heli UK Expo
Wycombe Air Park, Buckinghamshire, UK
www.aeroexpo.co.uk; www.heliukexpo.com
17–23 June
Paris Air Show 2019
Exhibition Center of Le Bourget, Paris
https://www.siae.fr/
the Piper Pilot 100 and Pilot 100i. These
new products enter the trainer segment
at a competitive price point of $259,000
VFR equipped and offer the same rugged
durability and functionality as its stablemate, the Archer TX.
To achieve optimal acquisition and
operating costs and economics, Piper
focused on proactive planning and collaboration with several key vendors. As
a result, the Pilot 100 series features
several new components like the Continental Prime IO-370-D3A engine, as well
as Garmin G3X Touch Certified avionics
in a standard two pilot interior configuration. The Pilot 100”i” adds an IFR capable
upgrade package that includes the, Garmin G3X Touch, GFC500 autopilot, the
new GNX 375 and is priced at $285,000
dollars. Both aircraft will be available in
limited quantities beginning in 2020.

BOEING’S LATEST UNMANNED PLATFORM

AMERICAS
PIPER INTRODUCES NEW TRAINER AIRCRAFT

Piper Aircraft announced two new value
priced additions to its trainer-class line,

Boeing has introduced its newest Unmanned Platform, called the Boeing
Airpower Teaming System. Boeing Australia designed the system, which is the
company’s largest investment in a new
aircraft outside the US. The System will
complement and extend airborne missions through smart teaming with existing
military aircraft. The Australian Government and Boeing will produce a concept
demonstrator called the Loyal Wingman
– Advanced Development Programme
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Air Marshal R. Nambiar Assumes
the Command of Western Air
Command as AOC-in-C

Air Marshal Raghunath Nambiar took
over as Air Officer
Commanding-inChief of Western Air
Command, Indian
Air Force on March
1, 2019. The Air
Marshal is an alumnus of National Defence Academy, Khadakvasla. He was
commissioned in the Flying Branch of
Indian Air Force as a Fighter Pilot on
June 11, 1981.
The Air Marshal is an Experimental Test Pilot and has flown about 42
types of aircraft. He has the distinction
of having the highest number of flying
hours to his credit on Mirage-2000 in
the IAF, with over 2300 flying hrs on
the aircraft and a total of 5100 hrs of
flying experience. He is a member of
the Society of Experimental Test Pilots
and was the Project Test Pilot for the
Light Combat Aircraft “Tejas”.

Air Marshal D. Choudhury has
taken over as Senior Air Staff
Officer, Western Air Command

Air Marshal D.
Choudhury is an
alumnus of National
Defence Academy and
was commissioned on
December 22, 1983.
The Air Officer is a
Fighter Combat Leader and an Instrument Rating Instructor and Examiner. He is an alumnus of
Royal College of Defence Studies UK,
a Post Graduate in Strategy and International Security from King’s College
London and Master of Philosophy on

that will provide key learnings toward
the production of the Boeing Airpower
Teaming System. The Boeing Airpower
Teaming System will provide fighterlike performance and will have a range
of more than 2,000 nautical miles. The
System integrates sensor packages onboard to support intelligence, surveillance
and reconnaissance missions as well as
electronic warfare. It uses artificial intelligence to fly independently or in support
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Defence and Strategic Studies.
He has over 5000 sorties of flying
on operational fighter ac and is Fully
Ops and MG on MiG-21(all variants),
MiG-27, MiG-29 and Su-30 aircraft.
He has commanded 15 Sqn, Tactics
and Air Combat Development Establishment (TACDE) and two frontline
bases as the AOC. He has served two
tenures at TACDE – first as an Instructor and then as Commandant.

General Dynamics Appoints Smith
as Executive Vice President;
Paddock as President of Jet
Aviation; Casey to Retire
General Dynamics has appointed Robert E. Smith as Executive Vice President of the Marine Systems segment,
effective July 1. Smith succeeds John
P. Casey, who has informed the company of his intent to retire on June 30.
David Paddock, Jet Aviation’s Senior
Vice President and General Manager
of U.S. aircraft services, will succeed
Smith as President of Jet Aviation.

Raytheon Company Announces
Executive Appointments

Wesley D. Kremer and Ralph H. Acaba
Appointed to New Leadership Roles;
Dr Taylor W. Lawrence to Retire
Raytheon Chairman and CEO
Thomas A. Kennedy announced the
appointment of Wesley D. Kremer as
President, Raytheon Missile Systems (RMS), succeeding Dr Taylor W.
Lawrence, who informed the company of his intention to retire from
Raytheon on July 14, 2019. Additionally, Kennedy has appointed Ralph H.
Acaba President, Raytheon Integrated
Defense Systems (IDS), succeeding
Kremer. The new appointments are
effective March 30, 2019.

of manned aircraft while maintaining
safe distance from other aircraft.

SPACE
ASIA-PACIFIC
EGYPTIAN SATELLITE EGYPTSAT-A LAUNCHED

The Egyptian satellite EgyptSat-A,
which is owned by Egypt’s National
Authority for Remote Sensing and Space

QuickRoundUp

for M28 Block 05 aircraft which provides for two new,
commercially produced, M28 Block 05 aircraft and
other support including ferry flight service to Nepal.
This contract involves foreign military financing to
Nepal. Work is expected to be completed by December
20, 2019.

USAF

The US Air Force’s first KC-46A Pegasus landed on January 25, 2019, at McConnell Air Force Base, Kansas. The
KC-46 will serve alongside the KC-135 Stratotanker at
McConnell and undertake critical refueling, airlift and
aero-medical missions.
The first eight of 179 planned KC-46 aerial tankers
in the $44 billion programme, will be accepted by
February 2019 by the US Air Force. That’s more than two
years late and it may take as long as four more years to
upgrade the troubled camera system used in refueling
operations. The US Air Force is withholding as much as
$28 million from the final payment on each aircraft as
a financial hook to ensure Boeing makes the necessary
improvements.
The US Air Force Security Forces Centre in partnership with the Air Force Small Arms Programme Office,
has begun fielding the new M18 Modular Handgun
System which provides improved ergonomics, target
acquisition, reliability and durability to increase shooter
lethality. The M18 replaces the M9 and is also projected
to replace the M11.
The US Air Force achieved full operational capability
of the MQ-9 Reaper at Miroslawiec Air Base in Poland.
The General Atomics-developed remotely piloted aircraft
(RPA) have been operating out of Poland since May
2018. The UAV is capable of remotely controlled or autonomous flight operations. It is the first hunter-killer UAV
designed for long-endurance, high-altitude surveillance.

US Navy

The US Navy has entered into a contract with Northrop
Grumman for $23.3 million to support the E-2D Advanced
Hawkeye System for providing repair coverage of eight
items that are part of the Hawkeye. The Hawkeye is an
airborne, all-weather, tactical, early-warning aircraft. The
E-2D is the fourth version of the E-2 Hawkeye.
Sciences and built by RSC Energia, a
Moscow-based aerospace contractor, was
launched from the Baikonur launch site
on February 21, 2019. It has both scientific and military implications. The satellite is priced at about $100 million apiece
and weighs more than a tonne when
fully fueled. The Soyuz-2 rockets are
modernised vehicles based on the SoyuzU and its predecessors, with digital flight
controls and upgraded engines. 
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Review Defence
Procurement
Procedure

illustration: anoop kamath

The process of procurement of urgently required
military hardware including weapon systems and
combat aircraft as laid down by the DPP, certainly
needs a fresh look
The exercise to induct 126 medium multi-role combat
aircraft (MMRCA) through a global tender, to retain the operational status of the combat fleet of the Indian Air Force (IAF), had
been initiated in the year 2000. As the sizeable fleet of MiG-21 aircraft whose induction had begun in the mid 1960s, was scheduled
to be phased out within a decade or so, the need to procure its
replacement was indeed urgent. Unfortunately, despite the debilitating erosion in the operational capability of the IAF owing to the
rapid depletion in the strength of the combat fleet and the implications of delay in procurement for national security, the attempt
to procure the 126 MMRCA through the Defence Procurement
Procedure (DPP), turned out to be a failed mission eight years
after the tender was floated and 15 years since the move was initiated. The NDA government headed by Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, on a desperate appeal by the IAF, then opted for emergency
procurement of 36 Rafale jets through a government-to-government (G-to-G) deal. Delivery of the 36 Rafale jets is expected to
commence in September this year and is scheduled to be completed by September 2022. The ongoing political slugfest over this
deal notwithstanding, the IAF is optimistic about induction of the
Rafale jets on schedule, providing it at least partial relief.
The experience of the IAF in the aborted MMRCA tender,
brings into focus the choice between the two options for procurement i.e. through the DPP of the G-to-G route. Since the mid
1960s in the days of the bi-polar world, the nation was tethered to
the then Soviet Union and later to Russia for the procurement of
military hardware through the G-to-G route. The last major procurement under this option was that of the fleet of 272 Su-30 MKI
air superiority fighters selected by the IAF and concluded in two
batches, the first in 1996 and the second in 2000, directly with
the original equipment manufacturer (OEM) without going in for
a global tender. With the end of the bi-polar world and with the
intention to give the Indian Armed Forces a wider range of weapons systems and OEMs across the world to choose from as also to
ensure probity and transparency in the procurement process, the
government instituted a Defence Procurement Policy under which
was promulgated a Defence Procurement Procedure (DPP).
However, the experience of the IAF to procure a large fleet
of fourth-generation combat platform to restore its operational
edge over the adversaries through the MMRCA tender floated in
conformity with the DPP, has not been very inspiring. In fact, the
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By air marshal b.K. PANDEY (Retd)

experience has shattered the confidence of the IAF in the DPP.
Given the frustrating experience with the failed MMRCA tender, the IAF is bound to be gripped with serious apprehensions
about the chances of success of the tender for 114 MMRCA that
is expected to be floated in the near future. Seven global aerospace majors have already responded on July 7, 2018 with their
initial inputs about the platform each of the companies has to
offer against the Request for Information (RFI) floated on April
6, 2018. The question that plagues the mind of many both in
and outside the IAF, is whether the DPP in its present form, is at
all structured to facilitate speedy acquisition of urgently needed
military hardware for the Indian Armed Forces and in turn is
conducive to the preservation of national security.
Responses from a total of seven global aerospace and defence
majors have been received against the RFI for 114 MMRCA for
the IAF. Six of these companies had participated in the now
cancelled tender for the MMRCA floated in August 2007. These
companies have now offered updated and upgraded versions of
the platforms that have already been evaluated by the IAF. The
seventh firm that has joined the race for the new contract is
Sukhoi of United Aircraft Corporation of Russia with their offer
of the Su-35 Flanker-E which is an improvement on the Su-30
MKI. The major concern that looms large over this fresh tender
dubbed as MMRCA 2.0, is whether this will also go the way of
the previous tender. The disastrous impact of this possibility on
national security needs no elaboration.
From the preceding discussion it should be evident that the
process of procurement of urgently required military hardware
including weapon systems and combat aircraft as laid down by the
DPP, certainly needs a fresh look. While probity and transparency
in any deal related to procurement of military hardware for the
Indian Armed Forces are undoubtedly important, these considerations must not be allowed to impede or obstruct the procurement
of military hardware whose requirement is critical to preventing
any compromise to national security. It is in this context that the
alternative process of procurement of military hardware through
the G-to-G route assumes greater relevance. Unless under the prevailing circumstances, the G-to-G route is followed for the procurement of 114 combat platforms selected by the IAF, the service will
in all probability, continue to remain deprived of the capability to
effectively contribute to the maintenance of national security. SP
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